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Bascom denied

No turkeys here
Three solid movies open
today for promising
holiday weekend

The NCAA ruled that senior Tim
Bascom can't play this year -SEESPORTS,A7

-- SEE NEWS, A2
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Homecoming's spending under watch
WOODY WOMMACK
Contributing Writer

An investigation to determine whether the Homecoming
Executive Board used its funds
properly during the 2006
Homecoming festivities has
been launched by the Opera~
tions Review Committee of
SGA
The SGA senate has also
frozen the remaining funds in

Homecoming's budget until the ing an audit conducted by the
investigation has been complet- ORC on Homecoming's fmaned
. cial records, according to
Dane Schlinsky, the Opera- Schlinsky. An audit is standard
tions Review Committee chair- procedure for all UCF organizaman, addressed the Activity & tions that receive money from
Service Fee 'Committee at its the A&SF, but an investigation
meeting Friday and expressed is only needed if the ORC fmds
his concern. "The funds for expenditures that are questionHomecoming have been frozen, able.
and a full investigation has been
The items called into queslaunched," Schlinsky said
tion by the ORC include T"Red flags" were raised dur- shirts, jerseys, polo shirts and

messenger bags bought exclusively for the executive board,
as well ·as Homecoming promotional materials that haven't
been handed out to students.
The amount of money spent on
food for executive board meetings is also being examined.
In response to the allegations and pending investigation,
Homecoming Executive Director Brandee Popaden said she
was confident that no wrongdo-

ing took place. 'We have documentation for every dime that
we spent,'' Popaden said.
The issue for· the ORC,
according to Schlinsky, is not
the documentation of expenditures b.u t the expenditures
themselves.
"There are a lot of rumors
going around · about what
money was spent on," Schlinsky
PLEASESEE

BOARD ON A6

J

Expect more early-morning lines
outside stores Friday, as the holiday
shopping season gets kick-started.
Black Friday, as it is commonly
called, is one of the busiest
shopping days of the year, offering
big deals for determined shoppers.
AMANDA MOORE I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Abreak dancer does a flip in front of a crowd
at Battle of the Elements II.

ANYTHING ELSE
JUST WON'T

Elements.·
hosts
hip-hop
battle

Other than turkey and pilgrims, there
aren't many things more symbolic of
Thanksgiving than the Macy's
parade. Having started in the 1920s
as a way for Macy's many immigrant
wDrkers to celebra.te the hoUday in a
way that they were
accustomed to,
the parade
has beenevent
an ~~~;,;~
annual
j
ever since.

TYLER GILLESPIE
Contributing Writer

AROUND CAMPUS, A2

CSEL HOSTS WORKSHOP
TO EASE TRANSITION
INTO WORKPLACE

-

As graduation approaches, students
are making the transition from being
students to full-time workers. To ease
that transition, Career Services and
Experiential Leaming is holding a
workshop today.

Female professors juggle jobs, children
LOCAL &STATE, A2

NICOLE BLAKE

FAMILY OF DUCKETT'S
DECEASED MOTHER
SUES NANCY GRACE
Relatives of a missing boy'.s mother.
who killed herself after being aggressively questioned by CNN's Nancy
Grace filed a wrongful death suit
Tuesday, claiming the talk-show host
caused severe emotional distress that
led to the suicide.

NATION &WORLD,A4

ALABAMA SCHOOL BUS
DIVES OFF OVERPASS,
KILLING THREE GIRLS
More than 30 high school students
were rushed to the hospital after their
bus plunged off an overpass and hit
the ground below nose-first. Students
near the front of the bus had to be
extracted from the twisted wreckage.
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Cecilia Rodriguez Milanes, associate professor of English and mother, plays with her S·year-old son Victor at the Creative School for Children, a UCF childcare center for students and faculty.

Contributing Writer

Have children, or have a
career? It's a choice many
women feel they no longer
have to make since businesses
began implementing provisions
like company day care and
maternity leave.
But for professors at American universities, the struggle to
have both may be alive and

well.
Most universities still have
a way to go in adopting "familyfriendly policies" and in convincing their female faculty
members that they no longer
have to choose between raising
and becoming
children
tenure-track, according to a
nationwide. study released last
month.
"I don't think that people
consciously make that deci-

sion," said Cecilia Rodriguez
Milanes, a UCF associate professor. ''You kind of fmd yourself in the position where you
want to have a family, and you
can work it out, but it is difficult. It is much harder on the
caregiver, especially if you are a
female, because we do the
childcare and the domestic
work"
The American Association
of University Professors conducted the report, which
includes a section that discuss-

es the need for academia to
implement and advertise
polices such as "stop the clock,"
which caters to the primary or
coequal caregiver of newborns.
Women on maternity leave are
allotted time to recuperate after
child birth and continue pursuing tenure status without having to teach as well.
Despite such accommodations at other college campuses, Rodriguez Milanes is one
PLEASE SEE
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In his
shoes
Artist's shoes display
visions of per.sonality
JENNIFER LARINO
Contributing Writer

People from all over the world want to
walk in Michael Burk's shoes, and for a
price, they can.
Sitting in the campus Starbucks, the 17year-old artist is wearing shoes featuring a
banana _and a dollar sign representing his
favorite artist, Andy Warhol. They hug a
sparrow and an anchor inspired by old

sailor
tat-

toos.
Burk's
shoes are a
walking painting of who he is, as well as a
symbol of the business he has created by
painting the imagery of people's lives on
shoes for them.
Burk, who has created a reputation as
"The Shoe Kid,'' earned the title by transforming blank Vans slip-on shoes into personalized works of art for clientele from
PLEASE SEE

THIS ON A6

COURTESY CHRISTINA JOHNSON

Michael Burk started illustrating his shoes in high school, an
artistic outlet that has developed into a successful business.

The sound of funky, oldschool beats filled Ferrell Auditorium on Friday night as the
Elements hip-hop organization
hosted Battle of the Elements II.
Break dancers, known as "bboys," and emcees from all over
the country flocked to UCF in
an effort to support a positive
image of hip-hop culture.
A dancer known only as
"Gio" took home the trophy for
the singles battle, and The
{Jnique Styles crew from Miami
was awarded top prize in the
group dance division. Dave
"Direct" Williams, a 19-year-old
sophomore from Full Sail, won
the emcee battle. ·
"This is real hip-hop,"
Williams said. "Everyone is having fun; it is a positive atmos:..
phere with no fights."
The event was a drug- and
violence-free production. Bags
and pockets were checked at the
door and police officers were on
duty. The president of Elements,
Edgar Massoni, said that the
goal of the event was to bring
the community together and ·
show that there is no place for
negativity in real hip-hop.
The moderator of the emcee
battle asked that the rappers
refrain from cursing in their
rhymes to show respect for the
children and parents who were
present.
"The vibe here is great," said
Kelly Shockley, founder of independent hip-hop label Nonsense Records. "There are so
many people out here just
enjoying hip-hop culture. This is
one of the bigger and better
events because there is not as
much egotism and everyone is
more open, and it tries to
include more people."
"No half-steppin"' was the
slogan of the contest, and the
dancers brought out their best
moves. The judges based their
PLEASE SEE
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News and notices for
the UCF community

Keep local wkh headlines
you may hi:zve missed

Family of de~eased mother of
missing boy sues Nancy Grace

Decision-making workshop
There will be a decisionmaking workshop today from 10
to 10:30 a.m. in the Career
Resource Center, Building 7F,
Rooml85.
The workshop will teach
strategies for acquiring good
decision-making skills and how
to make the right choice in
regard to school, employment
and life overall.
For more information, contact Bill Blank at (407) 823-2361.

Co-op and internship workshop
There will be a workshop on
internships and co-ops today
from 11to11:45 a.m. in the Career
Resource Center, Building 7F,
Rooml85.
The workshop will cover the
benefits of co-ops and internships and how to get them.
For more information, contact Sherri Dressler at (407) 8232667.

Fitness orientation
The Recreation and Wellness Center will be holding fitness orientations today from
noon to 5 p.m., with the initial
meeting in Room 204.
These fitness orientations
are scheduled 60-minute sessions designed to introduce students to the machines and facilities provided by the recreation
center.
For more information or to
schedule an appointment, call
Stephanie Gaski at (407) 823. "2408.

Job search workshop
There will be a resume work, shop Tuesday from 2 to 2:45
p.m. in the Career Resource
Center, Building 7F, Room 185.
· The program will discuss
'how to transition into the workforce and will include strategies
recommended by employers.
For more information, contact Annie Ware at (407) 823.2361.

Resume workshop ·
There will be a resume workshop Tuesday from 3 to 3:45 p.m.
in the Career Resource Center,
Building 7F, Room 185.
The functions and formats of
resumes will be covered,
preparing students to give good
firs~ impressions and increase
their chance of getting interviews.
For more information, contact Annie Ware at (407) 8232361.

Graduation materials pickup
Monday will be the first day
during which graduating seniors will be able to pick up their
caps and gowns as well as their
tickets for graduation at the
UCF Bookstore.
Students will be able to pick
up their materials throughout
the week.
Any tickets that are not
picked up will be given out as
extras to other students.
For more information, contact the UCF Bookstore at (407)
823-2665.

Interview practice
Career Services & Experiential Learning will host interview
practice sessions Monday at the
Career Resource Center, Building 7F, Room 185 from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m.
For more information, or to '
schedule an appointment, call
Bill Blank at (407) 823-2361.

LET US KNOW
The Future wants to hear
from you! Ifyou have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to (407) 447- ·
4556 or an e-mail to
editor@ucfnews.com. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Friday for the
Monday edition, 5 p.m. Monday
for the Wednesday edition, and
5 p.m. Wednesday for the Friday
edition.
·

•

COURTESY NEW LINE CINEMA

Kyle Gass, left, and Jack Black for'.11 Tenacious Dand set out to make it the world's greatest rock band in Tenacious D: The Pick ofDestiny.The movie opens today.

for
As such, he crafts a surprisingly epic ode to love and death
that, while falling short of true
transcendence, makes for a rich
experience for those willing to
watch; one that demands to be
surrendered to in a manner far
too rare in modem moviemaking.

Holiday movies are
pleasant surprises
WILLIAM GOSS
StaffWriter

DEJA VU
Dir: Tony Scott
Stars: Denzel Washington, Paula Patton,
James Caviezel

TENACIOUS D:
THE PICK OF DESTINY
Dir: Liam Lynch
Stars: Jack Black, Kyle Glass

****•

Directed by a decidedly
tame Tony Scott (Domino, Man
on Fire), the Denzel Washington vehicle Deja Vu is the first
crowd-ple~ser in many a
month to actually earn the label
with its genuinely satisfying
blend of twisty action and lowkey sci-fL
In the midst of investigating
a New Orleans ferry explosion,
ATF agent Doug Carlin (Washington) soon finds himself
employing clandestine government technology to initially
solve the crime, then prevent it
from happening entirely.
Once Scott and writers Bill
Marsilii and Terry Rossio
establish the conditions of the
time technology and have fun
with a fairly trippy car chase,
the dynamic of the mystery
begins to shift; the pieces soon
fall into place as the clock
counts down.
With any one element out of
place, much of the movie might
not work, yet thankfully there is
a good cast keeping the circumstances grounded in a realitybased realm.
Paula Patton (Idlewilci) is the
damsel/love interest. James
Caviezel plays an unexpectedly
fiendish role as the madman
responsible, and Washington
gives audiences a spot-on protagonist, never as cocky or
unreasonable as his character
easily might have been and
whose sincere charm works
wonders at keeping the whole ,
fascinating contraption afloat.

****•

OR.LANDO - Relatives of a
missing boy's mother who
killed herself after being aggressively questioned by CNN's
Nancy Grace filed a wrongful
death suit Tuesday, claiming the
talk-show host caused severe
emotional distress that led to
the suicide.
Melinda Duckett committed
suicide on Sept. 8, one day after
taping a segment on Grace's
CNN Headline News show in
which Grace aggressively questions Duckett about her whereabouts on Aug. 27 - the day 2year-old Thenton Duckett was
reported missing. The network
airedthesegmentafterlvlelinda
Duckett's death.
Authorities, who said last
week they believe Thenton is
still alive, have named Melinda
Duckett as the prime suspect in
his disappearance.
Jay Paul Deratany, the attorney representing Duckett's
estate, said Tues~y that Grace
encouraged Melinda Duckett to
appear on her show by saying
the goal was to draw public
attention to help find Thenton.
"It's not just about the questioning; it's· about the misrepresentation with the knowledge
that she was emotionally distraught,'' Deratany said
The attorney said Grace
improperly took on the role of a
law enforcement officer and
interfered with the police investigation by humiliating th~
case's primary witness to the
point that she killed herself.
CNN
Headline , News
declined to comment on the
, lawsuit but issued a message of
support for Grace.
Deratany said Melinda
Duckett's family waited for over
two months to file the lawsuit,
hoping to get an apology.from
CNN that hasn't been offered.

•
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..
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Pruitt, Rubio, elected Senate

president, House speaker
As worthy an heir to the
TALLAHASSEE - Sen. Ken
comic musical adventures of
Pruitt and Rep. Marco Rubio
The Blues Brothers and
were sworn in Tuesday as leadWayne~ World as one is likely
ers of the Florida Legislature,
to find these days, Tenacious D:
both pledging to usher out parThe Pick of Destiny should
tisan bickering and posturing-in
please loyal fans while simultafavor of basic hard work that
neously amusing newcomers
tackles ordinary Floridians'
with the origin story of the
table problems.
'
kitchen
"greatest band in the world"
Both Republicans were
Following a pitch-perfect
hailed as portraits of the Amerrock-opera opening, Jack Black
ican dream, rising from humbie ·
joins forces with Kyle Gass,
beginnings to two of the state's
and in their quest for rock
~ost powerful political posisuperstardom, the duo hatches
tions, as the men who will set
a plan to pilfer from a local
the lawmaking agenda for Florirock 'n' roll museum the fabled
da for the next two years.
Pick of Destiny - crafted from
COURTESY BUENA VISTA PICTURES
· The son of political exiles,
the tooth of Satan and wielded
Alf age~t D~ug Carlin (Denzel Washington) investigates a due in the sd-fi thriller Deja Vu.
Rubio became the first Cubanby
the
legendary
likes
ofJinuny
The movie, directed by Tony Scott, opens today.
American to become speaker of
Page, Angus Young and Eddie
the House. He was chosen
Van
Halen.
dying love in modem times or
THE FOUNTAIN
unanimously after House
For
the
first
time
in
ages,
an astronaut, of sorts: journeyDir: Darren Aronofsky
Democrats threw their support
ing to the dying nebula of Black has seemingly found the
Stars: Hugh Jackman, Rachel Weisz
to Rubio in a show of bipartirole
that
suits
him
best
playXibalba 500 years hence.
sanship.
.
ing
himself
but
truth
be
told,
·
Not unlike 2002's Solaris in
Pruitt was also chosen unanAfter years in varying states many respects, The Fountain is the borderline naive charm of
imously
to be Senate president.
of development, writer/direc- admirable, if nothing else, for him and Gass permeates the
The
two men will lead
film
and
manages
to
make
tor Darren Aronofsky has final- its sheer ambition and purity of
chambers dominated by their
even
the
most
juvenile
of
jokes
ly ·followed up his harrowing vision. Jackman and Weisz sell
party, but both said Floridians
Requiem for a Dream with The their tender relationship with more amusing than they
were tired of partisanship, and
should
be.
With
plenty
of
Fountain, a meditative trilogy of remarkable intimacy, and in his
most want solutions to probtales concerning a man (Jack- own confident and pensive cameos both amusing and
lems
that defy ideology, like the
man) who fights to deliver his fashion, Aronofsky takes the bizarre, a 'shroom-induced
skyrocketing cost of home
run-in
with
Sasquatch,
a
clilover (Weisz) from a fate she notion that "death is "the road to
insurance.
has already come to terms with. awe" to heart, maintaining an mactic showdown with Satan
Rubio said he hoped the LegHe does this in many ways: intangible poignancy and ethe- himself and the awesomeness
islature,
on his watch, would
whether as a conquistador on a real sensibility that surpasses of a great power slide, there's
"be about solving problems, not
crusade for his queen 500 years the nigh incomprehensible plenty of rambunctious fun to
winning debates. That means
ago, a doctor hoping to cure his nature of the parallel narratives. behad
we will be open to all points of
view, taking the best that everyone has to offer, without political gamesmanship.
Pruitt, of Port St. Lu9ie, takes
over
for Sen. Tom Lee, R-ValriHigh:69°
TODAY IN DETAll
co, who was term limited and
Today: Few clouds as temperatures
Low:51°
left the Senate.
'~ SUNNY .
rise slightly.Winds west-northwest at
Rubio, of Coral Gables, suc10to20mph.
MOSTLY SUNNY
ceeds Rep. Allan Bense, R-PanaHigh:73°
Tonight: Mostly dear sk~, as
ma City, also term limited.
High:61° Low:49°
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LOCAL WEATHER

{.FA~t Thursday

•

Today

humidity rises. Winds northwest at
10to 15 mph.
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Just Arrived in Stock
2007EOS
German Engineering and Styling at its Best!
2.0L Turbo and Optional 3.2L V-6 Available
THE WORLD'S FIRST FOUR-SEATER HARDTOP
CONVERTIBLE WITH A SUNROOF! . ·

2006 NEW JETTA 2.5 Value Edition
PER MONTH+ ·
MONTHLY TAX FOR 48 MONTHS
* 48 mo.

lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $249
which includes security deposit, PLUS first payment +
TT&L See dealer for details. Leasing WA.C thru
Volkswagen Credit. Expires 77130106

>(/

~ r~

·.;

P/Locks, P/Windows, lilt, Cruise, Keyless
Remote, CD, And Much, Much More!!

New Jetta rated as a "Best
Pick" in Side Impact Test.
- Based On Insurance Institute for Highway Safety Side Impact Test

...

..
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.

'
'

PER MONTH+
MONTHLY TAX
FOR 48 MONTHS
* 48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $299 which includes security deposit PLUS first
payment+ TT&L. See dealer for details. Leasing WA.C. thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 77130106

...

2006 VOLKSWAGEN TOUAREG

2006 .NEW BEETLE
CONVERTIBLE

. $8,0000FF

$$SAVE
THOUSANDS!

MSRP AN ALL
2006 V-8
MODEL

FREE Fl ST ACT GUITAR With Purchase of a New Rabbit, GTI, Beetle or Jetta" ·
2007 ALL NEW GTI
2 DOOR & 4 DOOR M_ODELS IN STOCK

HURRY IN FOR BEST
·SELECTIONI
FAST AS SCHNELL!

CENTRAL FL's ONLY WOLFSBURG CREST CLUB MEMBER
ffjf' FIRST TIME
~COLLEGE-GRAD
rsf CREDIT
We Con Assist You With:
BUYER

PROGRAM

•.

Drivers wanted.

PROBLEMS

VW CERTIFIED w/2YR, 24,000 MILE FACTORY WARRANTY, ALL LIKE NEW- Pre-Owned ALL WITH AFFORDABLE PAYMENTS (Purchase or Lease)
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SERVICE
DEPT OPEN
SAT 9-5
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1v7-92

M-F 9-9 SAT 9-8 SUN 11-6 • NEXTTOFLEA WORLD {SANFORD)

407-365-3300

visit our website
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Keep current with headlines you may have missed

What's in the news at
colleges around the country

Women play a 'guy's game'
FROM

•

A1

·UCF professor and mother who
finds it cluinenging to balance a
career as a tenure faculty memHARRISBURG, Pa -A legber, and raise children.
islative panel studying political
"-The whole assumption on
bias at Pennsylvania's public
which academia is built is that
colleges and universities unanithis is a guy's game, and guys
mously adopted recommendadon't really have to worry about
tions Tuesday calling for the
kids," Rodriguez Milanes said.
schools to review and make stu"If you're a woman, then tough,
dents aware ,of, academic-freeyou just have to bite it, and deal
dom policies.
with it.''
The bipartisan house comAfter Rodriguez Milanes'
mittee's report found that such
second child was born, she only
bias is rare on campus, and that
had the option of using her five
it was unnecessary for the legisweeks of sick leave, .and then
lature to adopt a statewide pol•
ROB CARR I ASSOCIATED PRESS
she took off a semester without
Investigators look over the wrecked school.bus Tuesday in Huntsville, Ala. The bus, carrying
icy governing students' acapay. During her leave she had to
more than 30 students, plunged 30 feet off an interstate, killing three students. ·
demic freedom.
pay for her own insurance, and
The inquiry is part of a
when she returned to teaching,
thing over and over with other
Schoolbuscrashleavesthree
national debate fueled by allethere was no available childcare
people," Keillor said in a statedead, more than 30 injured
gations that liberal professors
through the university. Some
HUNTSVILLE, Ala-A ment to The Associated Press.
are infringing on conservative
days she had to cancel classes if
school bus plunged off an "He didn't care for the money
students' right to free speech at
her child got sick arid had to go
·
.
AMANDA MOORE I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
overpass and struck the end of things, he didn't mind
taxpayer-funded
schools.
to a doctor's appointment.
Cecilia Rodriguez Milanes, a UCF associate professor, plays with her 5-year-old son Victor.
ground nose-first, about 30 doing publicity, but when he
..
~'In 2001, I found that there
Writer-activist David Horowitz
was
working
he
was
in
heavfeet
below
the
I-565
overpass
is among the conservatives who
was nothing for me:' Rodriguez ative School for Children was being discussed, Diebler said.
en."
Monday.
have demanded an "academic
Milanes said. "I had sick leave implemented into the universi- As far as working toward a bigAltman had one of the
Two teenage girls died in
bill of rights." ·
and maternity· was considered ty setting. However, under state ·_ger facility, it doesn't occur
most
distinctive styles among
the
wrec'kage;
a
third
died
The committee also recoman illness. So it's like a double- law, the childcare pi-ogram is quickly because of "costs, planmodem filmmakers. He often · edged sword. I gof to spend mandated to serve UCF stu- ning and construction."
later at hospital.
mended that schools allow stuMore than 30 Lee High employed huge ensemble · time with my son, but I was dents first and then faculty
A bigger facility that gives
dents to file complaints with a
School
students and the bus casts, encouraged improvisadesignated university official if
punished financially."
members, said Marcia Diebler, priority to faculty members ,.
driver were
taken to tion and overlapping dialogue,
they are reluctant to approach a
When she returned to teach- director of the Creative School . would help caregivers to balHuntsville
Hospital,
which and filmed scenes ih long
professor, permit comments
ance work and childcare, but
ing, she was ineligible for sever- for Children.
became a hectic trauma cen- tracking shots.
about possible academic-freeal awards because she had taken
Although
Rodriguez the facility's hours of operation
Altman never minced
ter Monday with emergency
dom violations on course-evaltime off. She couldn't apply for a Milanes' son is currently may conflict with student and •
words
about reproaching Holphysicians
and
staff
called
in
teaching incentive that would enrolled in the childcare pro- faculty schedules.
uation forms and keep records
to help as ambulances lywood, which wrote him off have added a $5,000 bonus to gram, there is a daily maximum
"Most of them [childcare
of academic-freedom combrought in the severely repeatedly, and his reputation
plaints.
her salary because she had to enrollment for the five class- facilities] close at 5 p.m.,"
for arrogance and hard drinkinjured.
teach three consecutive years.
rooms that serve children ages 2 Rodriguez Milanes said. "If you
in$ - a habit he eventually
Police
said
the
bus,
taking
Report aitidzes UIUC for low
Although Dorinda Fox is an to 5 years old. Parents must pick have a class at 6 p.m., you have
students to classes at a down- gave up - hindered'. his efforts
adjunct English'instructor at the which time slots ·they want to to make other arrangements. It's
minority enrollment
town
tech center, swerved on to raise money for his idiosynURBANA, Ill. .:.... The Uniuniversity, having to care for her enroll their children in, and if true, we are women and we usu- ,,.
the overpass, plowed through cratic films.
two children while teaching and the classrooms are filled, then ally make other arrangements,
versity of Illinois at UrbanaAltman and his wife,
a concrete barrier · and
Champaign is getting low
grading coursework is a chal- faculty members are directed to but they are not easy."
Kathryn, had two sons, Robert
lenge for her as welt
It is not so much that women
marks from an educational . plunged to the street below.
other off-campus facilities that
and
Matthew. He had a daughPolice
Chief
Rex
Reynolds
advocacy group that says the
"I don't sleep much," Fox are not affiliated with UCF.
have to choose between family "°
said an orange Toyota Celica ter, Christine, and two other
·
said.
university doesn't enroll
"They virtually don't have and tenure-track, but when that
driven by another Lee High sons, ·Michael and Stephen,
In some instances, Fox·had to any care if there are no posi- situation comes up women do
enough minority students.
student apparently came from two previous marriages.
In a report released Monday,
bring her son with her to work tions reserved for the children carry a heavier load, she said.
close to or struck the bus,
the Educational Trust gives
because he couldn't attend day of faculty members,'' said Rodriguez Milanes believes that •)
Italian aid workers kidnapped in
causing it to swerve. ·
care while sick. Having to facili- Martha West, co-author of the added childcare would greatly
seven flagship state universities
Gaza
Strip by gunmen
a failing grade.
tate a class and tend to her child AAUP Faculty Gender Equity cater to the needs of women
GAZA CITY, Gaza Strip Ex-Russian sp)' ma)' not have
The group analyzed minoriwas difficult for Fox, and she Indicators 2006 report. "There professors in general, especially ~
Two
Italian Red Cross workbeen
poisoned
by
thallium
ty enrollment at all 50 of the
was left trying to schedule times should. be a larger childcare those seeking tenure-track who
LONDON
Doctors ers were kidnapped Tuesday
country's flagship state schools
to get some of her grading done center to reserve slots for facul- must be classroom facilitators
treating a former Russian spy in the Gaza Strip, the aid
and didn't give any of them an
at school
ty."'
and caregivers.
A
.
and fierce Kremlin critic who agency said, the latest in a
-In orqer to alleviate the burThe university's growth sig"We need universities to be •
is fighting for his life in a Lon- string of abductions of forAt UIUC, 12.8 percent of the
den of having to make arrange- nals the need for more available more flexible around families,
don hospital said Tuesday that eigners in the lawless area
students in the fall 2004 freshments for childcare, the Cre- places for children, and it is West said.
The Red Cross said Clautest
results showed it was
man class were black, Latino or
unlikely he had been poisoned dio Moroni, 36, .and GianmarNative American. But those
by the toxic metal thallium, as co Onorato, 63, were abducted
groups made up almost 27 perin Deir el-Balah in central
previously thought.
cent of Illinois' graduating high
Gaza after their car was
University
College
Hospischool seniors in the previous
tal said·doctors were looking stopped by gunmen.
spring.
''We are doing our utmost
at other possible causes for
The school earned a C for its
to
ensure
their immediate and
Col.
Alexander
Litvinenko's
minority graduation rate, which
unconditional release," s~d
illness.
is 66 percent. The six-year gradDr. Amit Nathwani, a mem- Red Cross spokesman Simon
uation rate for the campus as a
ber
of the team treating the Schorno, adding that there
whole is 83 percent. .
former KGB officer, said "the was no immediate claim for
Chancellor Richard Herman
levels of thallium we are able the kidnapping.
' took issue with the report, sayFrancesco Fantillo, the Italto
detect are not the levels we
ing it should have compared the
ian deputy consul in
expect to see.in toxicity."
school's minority student popDoctors had earlier identi- Jerusalem, confirmed the two .
ulation with the percentage of
fied
thallium - a colorless, had been kidnapped. "We
high school graduates qualified
odorless heavy metal lethal in have no information on who
enough to be accepted to the
doses of as little as one gram kidnapped them and why," he
campus.
- as the likely cause of Litvi- said. 'We hope that this will
"If you look at the minority
be solved soon."
nenko's illness.
population in the state ... the
There has been a rash of
Bu,t
Dr.
John
Henry,
who
simple truth. is that not all of
kidnappings
of foreign aid
also
was
treating
Litvinenko,
them go mi to college," Herman
workers
and
journalists in
Tuesday
that
a
radioacsaid
said.
tive substance may have been Gaza in the past two years,
usually by groups or families
involved.
University asking students to
pressing the government for
Henry
offered
a
number
of
return mistaken refunds
money or job guarantees. In
possibilities
to
explain
LitviNORFOLK, Va. - A commost cases, the hostages were
nenko's
symptoms,
which
puter
glitch erroneously
quickly released. None has
include
hair
loss
and
damage
refunded dozens ofOld Dominbeen
seriously harmed.
to
vital
organs.
ion University students thouremained
Litvinenko
sands of dollars, and now the
under armed guard Tuesday, · Nepalese government, rebels
school is asking for the money
the victim of what his friends sign peace deal to end conflict
back.
KATMANDU, Nepal j •
and
fellow dissidents called an
School officials said 55 stuThe
government
and
rebels
assassination
attempt
by
the
dents are being told they must
Russian government and FSB, signed a peace deal Tuesday
reimburse the school a total of
which
he has accused of to end a decade-long insurabout $323,000.
human
rights
abuses and cor- gency, paving the way for the
"Some of the students did
guerrillas to join Nepal's interruption.
not take this very well," Presiim leadership.
dent Roseann Runte said durPrime Minister Girija
Director
Robert
Altman
dead
at
ing a meeting of the executiv~
Prasad
Koirala and Maoist
81
after
long
Hollywood
career
committee of the Board of Visirebel
leader
Prachanda signed
LOS
ANGELES
Robert
tors on Monday.
the
accord
at
a Katmandu conAltman,
the
caustic
and
irrevRobert Fenning, vice presivention
hall
packed with
erent
satirist
behind
•
dent for administration and
cheering
officials,
dignitaries
M*A*S*H,
Nashville
and
The
finance, said some students
Player who made a career out and foreign diplomats.
owe as little as $1,000 while
"This ends the more than
of bucking Hollywood, died
some owe up to $15,000. Some
one
decade of civil war in the
Monday
night.
He
was
81.
The
of the students had asked about
country,"
said Prachanda ''We
cause
of
death
wasn't
disthe checks but were told they
will
now
turn
to a campaign of
closed.
were legitimate, Fenning said.
peace
and
building
a new
A
five-time
Academy
Officials said the affected ·
Nepal."
Award
nominee
for
best
direcstudents began as out-of-state
The rebels' fight for a comtor, most recently for 2oors
students, who pay higher
munist
state; the battles left
·
"Gosford
Park,"
he
finally
won
tuition than in-state students
more
than
13,000 people dead
a
lifetime
achievement
Oscar
and later switched their resibefore
a
cease-fire was
in2006.
dences to Virginia. When the
declared
in
April following
Garrison
Keillor,
who
student records software was
starred in Altman's last movie weeks of mass protests that
upgraded, it read the new
Get graduation photos taken at this time!
•
- this year's ''.A Prairie Home forced King Gyanendra to end
addresses _and applied them
his
royal
dictatorship
and
Companion"
said
Tuesday
retroactively, issuing refund
that Altman's love of film restore parliament, which he
checks to those it perceived as
Diploma fra mes1 UCF A lumni merchandise, and more!
.
clearly came through on the had suspended 14 months earhaving overpaid.
·
lier.
set.
The error was discovered in
The agreement came after
"Mr.
Altman
loved
making
August after another software
months
of negotiations that
movies.
He
loved
the
chaos
of
UCF Bookstore 4000 Cen tral Florida Blvd.
upgrade, but it had been hapcentered
on how to disarm the
shooting
and
the
sociability
of
pening since last year, Fenning
Orlando, F lor ida 32816 www.ucf bkstore.-com
the crew and actors - he insurgents and bring them
said.
into
the
government,
which
adored
actors
and
he
loved
Repayment plans are being
Phone (407) 823-2665 Fax (407) 823-6282
the editing room and he espe- they helped bring to power by
worked out, officials said.
•
cially loved sitting in a screen- backing the April protests.
Monday- Thursday 8:00am-7:00pm
j.ng room and watching the

Pa. committee adopts academicfreedom recommendations

a

Pick up your pre-ordered Cap and Gown starting I
November 27, 20D_6 at the UCF Bookstore.
I.
Didn't pre..:order? Cap and ·G owns will be available
for purchase November 27-December 12, 2006.

Graduation tickets will be available Nov. 27-Dec. 2
Any unclaimed tickets will be given out as extra
tickets·on Monday December 4, 2006. Make sure you
· pick up your original set of tickets.
Graduation Celebration 10:00am-2 :00pm
November 27, 2006 outside UCF Bookstore.

..
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Friday 8~00am-5:00pm Saturday 10:00am-2:00pm

BQoks tore
Your On-campus Store
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OFFICIAL AUTO GROUP SPONSOR FOR UCF ATHLETICS

Serving Central f'lorida since 1938

"' .

NISSAN

~·

•

•

"J.

AM/FM/CO, Power Windows,
Power Locks, Keyless Entry,
Automatic, Air Conditioning

#71621197

WELL EQUIPPED! NOT STRIPPED!

Stk #6C246790
Stk #6N404349

I

••
...
Lease from

***
Air Conditioning, 4 Wheel Disc Brakes
AM/FM/CD Player, Tilt Steering Wheel

IMO

Model Code:05716

with $2,600 down

6-Speed, A/C, Power Steering, Power Brakes,
Power Windows, CO Player,
Rockford Fosgate Audo

+

OFF

MSRP

UPTO

A/C, CD, Power Windows, Power Locks, Power Brakes,
ABS Brakes, Tilt Steering Wheel, Alloy Whee ls

Model Code: 42566

i

.\
-,,

J

Stk #6C558115
Stk #6C560067

2006 MOTOR TREND
SPORT /UT ILITY

OF THE YEAR.

:

4X4, Power Locks, Power Windows,
Cruise Control, Keyless Entty and
Alarm, A/C, AM/FM/CO,
Rear Bumper Steps

•

J '
I

i:

Save Up To

+

OFF

MSRP
Air Conditioning, Power Accessories, Automatic Dynamic Stability Control,
·244 H.P Turbo Charged, ABS Brakes, Side Airbags, 18" Wheels
FROM ONLY

LEASE FROM

·eash back from Nissan on new 2006 Altimas, 2006 Xterras, 2006 Sentras, 2008 Frontiers (including Crew Cab) and 2007 Vensas. Offers expire on January 2, 2007.
C-annot be combined with other offers. **Deferred interest added to contract balance and payable over remaining contract term. New purchases only. Subject to credit approval.
Not available in Pennsylvania. See Nissan dealer for details. Nissan, the Nissan Brand Symbol, NMAC and Nissan model names ase Nissan trademarks. <!:12006 Nissan North America, Inc.
-:3.9-month closed-end lease with $2,600 total due at lease incepijon, which includes: First payment of $199, security deposit of $0, and cash or trade equily of 51 .700. All advertised
pncmg does not include tax or tag. 12,000 miles per year. any overage will be $0. 1~ per mile. With approved credit lo qualified buyers, 640 Beacon Credit Score required. Severity of credit
may affect down payment and APR. All bankruptcies must be discharged. + Savings based on dealer discount and/or factory rebate. Example· 2006 Nissan Sentra SE-R (MSRP of
$21,055), includes factory rebate of S3.250 and a dealer rebate of $1,500. Nissan Sentra SE·R sale price $16,305. 2006 Nissan Xterra (MSRP of $28.745), Includes factory rebate of
$1,000, dealer cash of $1,000, and a dealer rebate of $2,500. Nissan Xterra sale price 824,245. Dealer document processing fee of $599 is not included in advertised prices. All rebates
and incentives assigned to dealer. All offers not to be used in conjunction~ All vehicles subject to prior sale. Pictures for illustration purposes only Not responsible for typographical e_rrors.
0

+All prices plus tax, tag, and title. Must finance Mazda mand Mazda CXJ through dealer to qualify for $1,000 cash. <+Savings based on dealer discount and/orfaclory rebale. Example: 2006 Mazda
Tribute includes factory rebate of $3,000, $500 MAC· Cash and/or dealer discount of $2,500. '24-month closed-end lease with SO lotal due at lease inception, which includes: First payment of $0.
secunty deposit of $0 and cash or trade equily of $0. All advertised pri<;ing does not include tax or tag. 10,500 miles per year, any overage will be S0.15 per mite. With approved credit to qualified
buyers. Severity of credit may affect down payment and APR All bankruptcies must be discharged. Dealer document processing fee ol $599 is not included in advertised prices. All rebates and
incentives ass· ned to dealer. All offers not to be used in con·unction. All vehicles sub' t to nor sale. Pictures for illustration pu
es only. Not responsible for
ra ical errors

SALE HOURS:

SALE HOURS!

Mon-Fri 9-9• Sat 9-9 Sun 11-6

Mon-Fri 9-9• Sun 11-6

SERVICE HOURS:

Sl;PVICE HOURS:

Mon-Fri 7-6• Sat 875

Mon-Fri 7-6• Sat 8-5

NISS AN

MAZDA

HWY 43& Between Colonial a University Blvd. Next to Classic Mazda East

HWY 43& Between Colonial a University Blvd. Next to Classic Nissan

1-SSS-NEW-NISSAN

1-800-639-7000

wWw. cla~sicnissan.com

1-888-639-6477

www_classicma z:da_ co m

.

mazca·

A6
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The house without a name

'1fllirB@fm~~
• lf~_ofcafis

• Fine Cigar.s

• Smoking Accessories

• Uhiqu-e Gift~
• lll~ense
• Body Jewelry

Board 'didn't need a
task force' Popaden

••

. the Homecoming constitution. White and Popaden said the
In regard to these claims, move may have been a little too
s~d "Brandee will be coming
Popaden said: "We didn't need harsh. "This could hurt next
in and we're going to go over a task force. We couldn't even year's committee's ability to
the expenditures."
meet quorum at some of our recruit staffing for HomecomPopaden said the promo- meetings .because of .the ing next fall," Popaden said.
tional items that have not been · amount of people who didn't
"I might handle the situation
handed out will be handed out · show up from Task Force."
differently than an individual
in the future. "We will be giving
Student Body · President senator might, but that's the
out promotional items to get Mark White did not want to decision the senate made,"
·
students to participate in evalu- comment on the executive White said.
ations on our performance," board's actions before compleDespite the accusations,
Popaden said.
tion of the investigation.
Popaden said she considered
.
The ORC is also investigat"I think that it's an investiga- Homecm;ning to be a resound. ing whether standard proce- tion that needs to be handled ing success. "It's unfortunate
dures were followed by the · correctly," White said "I don't . that this is happening,"
executive board during the think it's that serious of situa- Popaden said 'We put on one
decision-making process. Dur- tion, but we do need to make of the most successful home• ing the A&SF meeting, Schlin- sure that all organizations are comings UCF has ever seen."
. sky said that the Homecoming fiscally respo11$ible with the
The ORC meeting where
Task Force was not consulted funds they receive from activi- Popaden will address the comon expenditures related to ty and service fees."
mittee is scheduled to take
· Variety Knight or the Home- ·
In regards to the move by place Tuesday at 6 p.m., and the
coming Parade. Consultation of the SGA senate to freeze the committee will release its findthe Task Force is mandated by funds of Homecoming, both ings soon after.
FROM

Al

,
•
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This art is made for walking
Al

the little tiny lines."
online via his "Choose Your
Web
site
at
After he posted photos of his Shoes"
places such as Florida, Australia completed work on his liveJour- http://myspace.com/chooseyand everywhere in between.
nal arid MySpace page, requests ourshoes. The page allows visi"It's you encapsulated in a for Burk's painted footwear tors to see images of his comshoe, and you're wearing it began to pour in from around pleted creations and request a
around," Burke said
the world
pair to be made for them.
Now in his freshman year at
Through Choose Your Shoes,
"It kind of just took off from
UCF, The Shoe Kid is bringing there:' Burk said "I started mak- he has extended his reach past
an artistic subculture to the uni- ing them and then selling them, Florida to New York, Pennsylvaversity art scene that takes paint- and a few times, I sold blank nia, Kansas, New Jersey, Califor. ing off the canvas.
pairs, and they would tell me nia, Canada and Australia. The
Burk is a native of Cooper what they wanted on them."
price of a fully painted pair of
City, Fla., where he lived with his
Burk draws his designs from shoes runs about $65, he said
mother, Betty Aniello. He is a images associated "with the lives
Despite the success that Burk
self-professed product of ''regu- of his clients and adds the influ- is finding in painting shoes, he
lar suburban living'' who held a ences of Andy Warhol pieces fears that increased clientele and
distinct interest in art ever since and rockabilly tattoo work to their expectations will diminish
early childhood
them.
the fun he has painting shoes.
"My grandma used to,
"Usually people tell me
"The thing with shoes, you
instead ofsending me Christ:maS things that they like, like they'll know, is when does it stop being
presents, she would just collect make a list of a few things about fun and start being work?" he
like bottle caps and spools of them, zodiac sign, interests, hob- said
stuff and buttons and just send bies, whatever, and I'll kind of
The hardest part about makthem to me in a big box, and I get images and symbols that rep- ing ·personalized designs, Burk
would just make stuff," Burk resent all that, and I'll sketch out said, is fulfilling the client's
said
in my little pad, and I'll try to requests while maintaining the
It was at Cooper City High work it into a cohesive design," work's artistic integrity.
School where he was struck Burk said ''Usually the designs
When all is said and done,
with the idea of taking canvas ate a mish-mash of a bunch of though, his customers walk
painting techniques and apply- things:"
away satisfied, he said
ing them to shoes.
For now, Burk wants to develHis artistry gained attention
Burk decided to decorate his from employees at the Wild op in his art studies at UCF and
worn-out pair of Converse Hare Salon in Boca Raton.
hopes that his·shoe art will build
Chuck Taylors with skulls and
Burk furnished the entire his name in the art world, evenlightning bolts using ·Prismacol- staff, including owner Bobby tually allowing him to expand
or markers.
Amoroso, with freshly painted his artistic endeavors.
1
After a few rainy days, the kicks. Amoroso gets comments
Howard would like to see
non-permanent Prismacolor about them all the time, he said. Burk sell canvas paintings.
designs faded away, but not
"I'd like to buy hiS first canBurk's biggest strength is the
before Burk's peers took interest amount of detail that he puts
she said "There are billions
in them.
into his painted images, said of artists out there, and I think
After his mother donated the Ilana Avidor, one of the artist's that his work is as good as any of
Chucks to Goodwill without his closest friends.
· thein.."
knowledge, he abandoned shoe
Burk has a tendency to be
"The thing about his painting
painting for a while.
is that you can tell when it is his:' very critical of his own work,
·
About two years later he Avidor said
said Avidor, recalling a day in
picked up a pair of imitation
"He has a really distinct high school when he threw away
Vans slip-ons and drew a design style," said Kara Werner, a fresh- one of his works in the lunchon them. This time he began to man and longtime friend of room.
Amid the hum of university
receive requests for personal- Burk's who also owns a pair of
ized shoes from peers. Burk's his shoes. "It's not something students stopping for a coffee,
shoes soon became a point of everyone is doing:'
The Shoe Kid is excited about
interest around his school
Dr. Linda Howard, a clinical unleashing his art onto UCF and
He experimented with differ- psychologist and hypnothera- Orlando area sidewalks.
ent methods, finding that mixing pist in the Boca Raton area and
Although Burk cherishes his
acrylic paint with fabric medium local patron of the arts, heard of artistry, he laughs at the thought
solution made his designs more ~urk's work with shoes through of his shoe art being confmed to
permanent.
a gallery wall.
'
the Wild Hare Salon.
''.A lot of people say that they
"I didn't think I could get real"I ~ he ·is great with
ly detailed with the paint, but I color," Howard said. "He puts wouldn't wear the shoes if they
can now because I have really tog~ther vibrant colors in a way bought t):lem from me, which I
think is totally stupid You're
been vtrorking," Burk said ''I use that pulls it all together."
the tiniest brush you can use for
The young arti'St now vends supposed to."
FROM

vas:'

the West Coast and South Florida will be
spinning Top 40 all night and tearing the air
waves .opart with their precise blending, incredible
remixes and hitting you with the hottest exclusives.

'iA< FREE DRINKS or all 21+ until MIDNIGHT!

-4: $2 domestics anq 2 for 1 shots after Midnight!

*

VIP guests enjoy $100 bottles o f Grey Goose
Vodka

* $100 Bacardi flavors or Rain Vodka
-4 $150 Bomb Bucket (Jagermeister

bottle or Three O live and six Red Bulls)

VIP Reservations

407.981.7500
122 W. Church Street, Orlando, FL 32801 • 407 .849.0808 • www.clubparis.net
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Blazers·
'I«

"'

lose just

Sgames
en·route
·to title
No. 5 UAB's streak
extends to 13 with
tournament wins
JAMES ANDRES/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

VICTOR ANDERSON

UCF forward Kristin Thomas pulls down a '.
rebound against Fairleigh Dickinson.
.
Thomas played well in Saturday's win ovet,
Albany, pulling down 10 rebounds and
scoring 15 points in 26 minutes.

Staff Writer

No. 12 UCF vs. No. 5 UAB

' I

The Golden Knights looked
to have a case of deja vu in its
first-round matchup with fifthseeded UAB.
Last year, UCF won its Conference USA tournament
debut with a five-same victory
over Memphis. This year.
would not be as kind to coach
Meg Colado and her bunch.
The Blazers would begin
their march towards the championship with a four game conquest over UCF, 30-24, 30-24,
27-30 and 30-17.
Games one and two were
dominated by UAB despite the
fact that the Knights hit 310 in
the first two games. UAB was
·even hotter as it hit 398 in the
first two games en route to a
pair of 30-24 victories.
Game three saw UCF rally
back behind 5 kills from junior
Lorin Lukas and 11 UAB hitting
errors, as the Golden Knights
stayed alive 30-27.
· The final game would again
be all Blazers as their defense,
led by libero Brianna Galvin,
held UCF to a .000 hitting percentage and the Blazers ended
UCF's season 30-17.
Fernanda Domingos led
four Blazers in double-digit
kills with 21 while Casey Dent
added 17.
Schanell Neiderworder led
UCF wifh 15 kills while middle
blocker Stephanie Serna added
14 kills and six block assists.
UAB improved to 24-9
while the Knights ended the
season 5-24.

Women top
Albanyfrir
.first victory :.

this season

WHO IS NEXT IN LINE

Knights -defeat
Great Danes ·in
consolation game

MITCH HEROLD
last season: 1-4, 5.23 ERA, 39
strikeouts and 30 walks
MITCH HOUCK
last season: 3-4, 4.24 ERA, 70
strikeouts and 34 walks

NATHAN CURTIS
Staff Writer

KYLE SWEAT
Last season: 3-4, 4.52 ERA, 36
strikeouts and 22 walks

Former Knight
will not be around
for senior season
after NCAA ruling

Other First Round Action

..

Day one of the 2006 C-USA
Tournament saw a huge upset,
an expected sweep, and a pair
of five-game thrillers. In the
No. 8 vs. No. 9 matchup, SMU's
Caitlin Rainbird had 20 kills
and 11 digs as the Mustangs (1715) won the final two games to
defeat 9th-seeded Southern
Mississippi 27-30, 30-28, 26-30,
32-30and15-11.
Rachel Giubilato had 18 kills
and 22 digs for the victorious
Mustangs while Amanda
. Hunfoon paced the Golden
Eagles (15-18) with 17 kills and
five digs.
The host, No. 7 Houston
Cougars, had no problem with
the No. 10 Rice Owls as it
swept through its cross-town
rivals 30-27, 30-28 and 30-23.
Justine Farmer had 28 kills, 16
digs and a .429 hitting percentage in the victory.
The final match of the day
saw No.11 UTEP shock No. 6
PLEASE SEE

BRIAN MURPHY
StaffWriter

A young UCF Baseball team will head
into its second season in Conference USA
without its best and most experienced pitcher.
On Monday, Tim Bascom was ruled ineligJ.ble by the NCAA, UCF coaches said Bascom was looking forward to his senior season in Orlando but now, he is off the team for

•

good
In June, Bascom was selected in the sixth
round of the Major League, Baseball Draft by
the San Diego Padres. After signing a contract, Bascom took a physical, which revealed
a knee injury. The Padres voided the contract
and Bascom requested to be eligible to play
for UCF in 2007. However, Bascom's request
was denied.
In 2006, Bascom was named the C-USA
Preseason Pitcher of the Year. He posted a 5- .
6 record with a 2.47 ERA and a .215 opponent's batting average, earning him a First-

..

PLEASE SEE

BASCOM ON A8

BILLINGY ON A8

Darius breaks right.leg, out for season
Also: Weatherford to start for FSU
against Gators in Saturday's game

JAMES ANDRES I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Schanell Neiderworder was the star
performer in the Knights' season-ending
loss to UAB. She posted a double-double
with 15 k~lls and 10 di~,

JACKSONVILLE - Jacksonville's
injury-depleted
defense suffered another setback Monday night when safety Donovin Darius broke his
right leg against the New York
Giants and was lost for the
season.
.
It's the second consecutive
season that Darius• season
ended early. He missed most
of last year after tearing a ligament in his left knee.
Darius fell to the ground
and winced in pain during a
13-yard screen pass from Eli

Manning to Tiki Barber in the
first quarter. Darius appeared
to have his leg rolled over on
the play.
. He yelled toward the
Giants offensive players as he
was helped off the field. He
was carted to the locker room
for X-rays, and head coach
Jack Del Rio confirmed the
injury after Jacksonville's 2610 victory.
The Jaguars already were
playing without two defensive
:LEASE SEE

AFTER ON A8

-...~~

Donovin Darius
gets helped off
the field after
breaking his right
leg in the first half
of the Jaguars 2610 over the Giants
on Monday. This
will be the second
straight season in
which Darius has
missed significant
time. In 2005, he
played just two
games. In his
nine-year career,
Darius has
recorded 14
interceptions and
35 passes
defended.

It took until the fourth game
of the season but UCF Women's
Basketball finally has its first vie· ·
tory.
UCF (1-3) defeated Albany
59-51 on Saturday night at the
UCF Arena. The two teams
played in the consolation game ·
of the UCF Golden Knights
Tournament as a result of UCF
being beaten by Fairleigh Dickinson 77-64 in the opening round
on Friday night.
Albany 0-3) lost to Bowling
Green in a 76-40 blowout setting
the stage for what predicted to
be an exercise in offensive
foibles. Instead, the game ended
up being a career day for two ·
Golden Knights.
Senior fo~ Keunta Miles
scored a career-high 23 points
and freshman forward Kristin
Thomas had her first career
double-double in the game
against the Great Danes.
"Keunta and Kristin were a
real force for us inside, rebounding and putting up the points,"
UCF head coach Gail Striegler
said
They were also the driving
forces behind a UCF comeback.
UCF trailed Albany with little
over thirteen minutes left in the
game when Miles gave the Golden Knights the lead with a
jumper followed by a layup after
a steal.
Nmeteen of Miles' 23 points
came in the second half and she
missed a double-double by one
rebound
Thomas accounted for ten of
UCF's 41 rebounds and put up 15
poin~ on the Great Danes.
As a team. Albany shot for a
better field goal percentage than
UCF but they couldn't overcome two things that the
Knights have executed well this
season: turnovers and rebounds.
UCF forced Albany to commit 25 turnovers and outrebounded the Great Danes 4131. Twenty-two of U CF's
rebounds were offensive, which
shows that the Golden Knights
did.a great job of earning second
chances.
Albany didn't show a lot of
team chemistry on the court.
Three players were in double
digits, including guard Amanda
Ward's team high of 15 points,
but the rest of the team combined for only ten points. Too
many mistakes and not enough
scoring chances were the downfall for Albany.
"Overall, it Wa.s a good team
win," Striegler said "It was the
little things. We showed a lot of
character and heart, particularly
in the second half:•
The victory for the Knights
was not pretty. UCF had trouble
hitting the long ball. going 1-13 on
PLEASE SEE
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Billingy again named C-USA's best player
FROM

Kelly McAnelly had a teamhigh 19 kills to go along with ll
digs in the defeat.
The game was so intense
that both head coaches
received yellow cards in game
three, and Houston coach Bill
Watson was ejected when he
received his second yellow card
in game four.
The win sent Memphis to its
first C-USA Championship
game since 2003.

A7

East Carolina in five very competitive games 33-31, 21-30, 2630, 30-26 and 15-8. Both Amy
Sanders (19 kills, 10 digs) and
, Catherine Chavez (15 and 19)
had double-doubles for UTEP,
while Kelly Wernert had a
game high 22 kills in a losing
effort for East Carolina.
•

Quarterfinal Round
Friday saw the top four
seeds begin play with mixed
results.
No. 3 Memphis ended the
Cinderella dreams of UTEP 2430, 30-20, 30-24 and 30-24 in its
quarterfinal matchup.
Shelby Burton led all players
with 23 kills and hit an impressive .579 for the match. Setter
Laura Cote had 60 assists and
'n ine digs in the victory for the
Tigers.
Top-seeded Tulsa had no
problem with SMU as the
Golden Hurricane rolled past
'the Mustangs 30-21, 30-16 and
30-15.
. Kassiana Urnau and Amy
Meyer each had ll kills to lead
Tulsa to the victory.
Despite 30 kills from No. 4
.Tulane ·outside hitter Sara
Radosevic, it was not enough
for the Green Wave as UAB
knocked off Tulane 20-30, 30-27,
30-24 and 30-28. Ivana Bozic
.had 24 kills in the victory for
· UAB, which was its ninth in a
·row.
Finally, in a rematch of last
:year's championship match,
·Houston extracted a bit of
· •revenge as it beat defending
ehampions No. 2 Marshall 3026, 19-30, 30-27, 19-30 and 15-13.
Kelly-Anne Billingy, who
~~·once again was named player of
• '!.t he year, had a tournament
. record 44 kills and a .402 hitting
· · 'percentage. Houston's Justine•
· 'Farmer had 27 kills and Kelly
·McAnelly recorded a double-

·.

Championship: No. 5 UAB vs. No. 3
Memphis

JAMES ANDRES I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF Volleyball coach Meg Colado's team came up short in the Conference USA.Championship, losing
in four games to No. 5 seed UAB.The Blazers went on to defeat No. 3seed Memphis fortbe title.

double (19 kills, ll digs) to go
along with her seven block
assists in the huge upset. The
loss for Marshall severely hinders its chances for an at-large
bid into the NCAA Tournament.

Semifinals
While the quarterfinals had
all the excitement and drama,
the semifinals would prove to
be a little more mundane for
everyone except Tulsa. .
The UAB Blazers ran off its
second straight upset in the
tournament ending the hopes
of the Golden Hurricane on
Saturday night 30-24, 27-30, 3024 and 30-23.

Ivana Bozic again set the
tone for UAB with another double-double (18 kills, 17 digs) and
Shaniquwa Cooper had a tournament record 15 block assists
in the victory.
UAB advanced to its first
ever conference championship
game-and extended its winning
streak to 12 straight.
In the other semifinal, the
magic carpet ride for Justine
Farmer and her Houston
Cougars came to an end at the
hands of Memphis 30-27, 32-30,
25-30 and 30-14.
Five Tigers recorded double
figure kills, led by Shelby Burton's 21 and Colette Ramirez's
15.

Memphis won the first two
games, but 23 kills from tournament MVP Ivana Bozic helped
lead a miraculous comeback as
UAB won the 2006 C-USA
Tournament championship 2630, 22-30, 30-23, 30-27 and 15-10.
Middle blocker Shaniquwa
Cooper established new singlegame
and
championship
records with six block assists
and 23 total blocks in the four
games.
Shelby Burton led Memphis
with 22 kills while Laura Cote
had a double-double (59 assists,
14 digs) and Ashley Liford
added 14 kills.
·
Both Burton and Bozic were
named to the all-tournament
team along with Houston's Justine Farmer, Marshall's KellyAnne Billingy, UAB's Fernanda
Domingos and Memphis' Laura
Cote.
If some of those names
sound familiar, it is because all
of them were named first-team
all C-USA with the exception of
Domingos.
With the win, UAB advances
to its first NCAA tournament in
school history and completes
an amazing reversal of the program, after winning just one
match in the 2004 season. Also,
UAB completes the women's
sports trifecta as it also won the
cross country and soccer championships.

...After loss to UCF, Stetson returns home to win
• 'FROM
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'starters. Linebacker Mike
Peterson and defensive end
Reggie Hayward are two of
eight defensive players on
injured reserve.
Peterson, the team's top
tackler the last three seasons,
tore a pectoral muscle last
'm onth. Hayward, who led the
team with 8 1/2 sacks and 59
· quarterback pressures last sea.son, ruptured an Achilles' ten-don in the season opener.

Weatherford to start vs Gators
TALLAHASSEE - Drew
· ·Weatherford will start at quar. terback over Xavier Lee for
Florida State in the annual
intrastate rivalry against Florida on Saturday. ·
Lee is better coming off the
bench than Weatherford, Semi·noles head coach Bobby Bow'd en said Monday, one day after
announcing that Lee was the
likely starter.
"One of them has 21 starts
under his belt, the other one
just a couple," Bowden told
reporters after his weekly
booster luncheon appearance.
"We felt like this was a better
thing for us."
Unranked Florida State (65) will attempt to upset No. 4
Florida (10-1) and derail the
Gators' hopes for a chance to
compete for the national championship. Florida (10-1) has
won the last two meetings,
including last year's 34-7 rout.
"It's the biggest game on our
schedule," Bowden said. "It's
such a big rivalry."

-~

Weatherford started in last day I would come out thinking at Dolphin Stadium, the team's
week's 28-20 victory over 'My brother is doing the same current home, expires in 2010,
Western Michigan, but Lee thing. What is he thinking now? and the Marlins have vowed to
clearly had the better game How is it in Miami?"' Pierre- move before the 20ll season
coming off the bench. Lee com- Pata said. "Today, everything begins.
pleted 9-of-13 passes for 144 felt so off. I didn't feel right.
The Marlins also made a
yards and two touchdowns Everything is still moving too pair of trades Monday, acquircompared to Weatherford's 5- fast for me."
ing two pitchers from the New
of-10 for 34 yards and no touchYork Mets and another from
downs.
Marlins' ballpark site may be
the Los Angeles Angels of AnaLee started two games, both downtown
heim.
this season, after Weatherford
MIAMI A publicly
Florida sent left-handers
suffered a foot injury.
owned site in downtown Adam Bostick and Jason Var'We felt like, really, that Lee Miami is the latest spot where gas to the Mets in exchange for
performs better when he officials are considering build- right-handers Matt Lindstrom
comes in off the bench," Bow- ing a new ballpark for the Flori- and Henry Owens. Also Monden said. "That was probably da Marlins, according to a day, the Marlins got right-hanone of the biggest factors. I'm newspaper report.
der Kevin Gregg from the
sure he'll play."
The site is owned by Miami- Angels for right-hander Chris
With a victory Saturday, Dade Counfy and the city of Re sop.
Florida coach Urban Meyer Miami, is just north of the
would have done something county's government center Stetson bounces back after loss to
former Gators coach Steve .and is easily accessible by pub- UCF
.
Spurrier failed to do: win in lic transportation, the South
DELAND
Freshman
Tallahassee.
Florida Sun-Sentinel reported reserve guard Sheldon Oliver
If Florida State will pull off for its Tuesday editions.
scored 15 points to help Stetson
the upset, it'll do so without
"It's an exciting alternative beat Palm Beach Atlantic 80-63
Antone Smith, the team's sec- that needs to be explored," on Monday night.
ond-leading rusher. Smith dis- Miami-Dade County Manager
Garfield Blair added 15
located his right elbow on the George Burgess told the news- points and seven rebounds for
·the Hatters (2-3), who also got
Seminoles' third play against paper.
The Marlins declined com- 10 points apiece from Marshall
Western Michigan.
·transfer Collins Okafor and AJ.
But the Seminoles got one ment.
boost Monday, when walk-on
Team officials and represen- Smith.
Derek Barnes led provisiontight end Edwin Pierre-Pata tatives from Miami-Dade and
returned to practice for t.h e Broward counties are also con- al Division II member Palm
first time since Nov. 7, the day sidering a number of other Beach Atlantic . (0-2) with 13
his brother, Miami defensive sites, including one in Pom- points~ while Sean Tucker and
linem~ Bryan Pata, was shot
pano Beach, nor.th of Fort Ian Maddison each added 10.
Stetson gradually pulled
and killed outside his apart- Lauderdale, another site in
downtown Miami just south of away throughout the first half,
ment.
Pierre-Pata said he has the Miami Arena, and one in taking a 30-19 lead with 2:15 left
before halftime, and the margin
received an overwhelming the Miami suburb of Hialeah.
amount of support from his
The Marlins have tried five wasn't cut to single digits again.
The Hatters led by as many
teammates since the tragedy, times in the last six years to
and acknowledged that Mon- win legislative approval to help as 24 points, 76-52, after Gabe
day's workout was emotional.
build a new baseball-only facil- McMillen made two free
"It is harder because every ity. A series of one-year leases throws with 2:26 left.
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Tim Bascom was the Knights top starting pitcher last season, going 5-6 with a 2.47 ERA
with 90 strikeouts in 80 innings pitched.

Bascom led Knights in
2006 despite injured
knee, late-season woes
FROM
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Team C-USA selection.
That ERA and batting ;:werage would have been much
lower if not for Bascom's final
two starts. Against Houston and
Southern
Miss,
Bascom
allowed ll runs in 32 innings.
As a sophomore, Bascom
had one of the best seasons of
any starting pitcher in school
history.
·
He went 10-2 with a 3.10 ERA
in ll3.l innings of work He led
the Knights with ll3 strikeouts,
which is the sixth-best total in

UCF single-season history.
All-time, Bascom went 19-11
with a 3.10 ERA in 221 innings.
That ERA is third in the UCF
record book Bascom is just one
of eight players in school history to post 200 career strikeouts.
• He is seventh in school history
with 225 strikeouts.
The Knights will turn to a
trio of sophomores in Mitch
Herold, Mitch Houck and Kyle
Sweat to replace Bascom
The first pitch ofUCFs 2007
season will be thrown on Feb. 3
against Florida International at
Jay Bergman Field

Turnovers, poor shooting
doom Knights' in loss to
Fairleigh Dickinson
FROM

•
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3-pointers all night. They also
started out sloppy hitting 7-28
shots in the first half and was
one of the major reasons why
UCF trailed at halftime.
However, UCF improved
vastly in one area ofplay: finishing.

In the opening round against
Fairleigh Dickinson, UCF
trailed for the majority of the
game. Then, just like in their
two previous games before this
weekend, they had a little spark
right at the beginning ofthe second half and came within sight
of the score before trailing off
completely.
JAMES ANDRES I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
Positives? Francine Ho~on
had a game-high 26 points but UCF center Juliana Gomes was 2-of·9
with just four points and three
that's about it. It was an ugly shooting
rebounds against Albany in 19 minutes of
game, jam-packed with mis- playing time.
·
takes.
·
The two teams combined
Jacksonville (2-0) destroyed
for 56 turnovers and, once again, Charleston Southern 105-66.
UCFs poor shooting really hurt The 105-point mark was a team
them Fairleigh Dickinson shot record for them It was also
49 percent for the game while more than what UCF scored in
UCF shot 36.5 percent. And their first two games combined.
once again, the end result was a
UCF will have to watch out
double-digit loss for the for Ashley Williams. Williams, a
KnightS.
· sophomore forward, has deadly
It's hard to tell if UCF is accuracy. She hit 14-18 shots for
ready to start a winning streak 32 points in the dismantling of
or if they just found a way to Charleston Southern.
beat a bad team The next big
In order to beat Jacksonville,
test is Tuesday against Jack- UCF will have to keep forcing
sonville University, a team that turnovers and earning second
has no problem putting up chance shots.
points.
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Call Donatos
for all o' your
c.----------.._~izza needs.
)WE DELIVER!

Donatos Gift Cards
are always the right size
& never get returned.

·-·-·$3.00
OFF
ANY ORDER OF
$15 OR MORE
Food and beverage purchase.

•

EXPIRES t/31/07 015·315

ii'

,,
University & Goldenrod
407 -679-6600

I

,

•

I•
I•
I•
I

* Over 35,000 Adult Toys & Lingerie

;)

* Bachelor and Bachelorette Gifts

UcF·smartCard
Accepted Here

* Show UCF ID and
get 20%off EVERYTHING!

Dean & University
3940 N. Dean Rd.

(407) 673-8888

www. r mie dult.com

-'1

Mon. ·Sat. 9am · 2am, Sun. 9am · l om

All Day Everyday
$5 Bombs
$5 Domestic Pitchers
$9 Oomestic Buckets

·-·--·-·····-·········

CT4li)mJ@~L7at2@~@
5009 S. Orange Blossom Tr.
l 112Miles South of 1-4

.,

On~ 20 minnufes owoy from rompusl "1

.
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D's proposal
steps over the line
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others Against Dnmk
under the influence, and they got Saab is testing a key chain breath
Driving is going too far
analyzer ~t will keep your car
them.
this time.
from starting if alcohol is detectThey also cut the death toll
The group announced its
by 40 percent.
. ed Another company, 'IhlTouch
intention Monday to tighten the
Technologies, is modifying techBut in the last 10 years, the
DUI laws of 49 states by requirnology that uses light to measure
statistics have leveled off. The
ing all first-time DUI offenders
blood sugar to detect alcohol.
alcohol-related accidents and
to install an interlock device on
In the future, that technology
death rates have pretty much
their vehicle. The group has the
stayed the same. And now
· could be incorporated into the
backfug of a national association theyre pushing for the interlock steering wheel or stick shift of all
of highway officials and car
devices to be mandatory the first U.S. vehicles. It has the potential
manufacturers, according to an
time you're caught driving under to save lives, but at what cost?
article in The New York Tunes.
· the influence.
Where do you draw the line? ·
Interlock devices require
There are other ways to keep
These interlock devices are
drivers to blow into a breath
people from driving drunk. How
nothing new. The courts have
analyzing machine before the
been using interlock devices to
about making mass public transvehicle will start. There is even
keep the most egregious offendportation a priority in the U.S.? If
talk of eventually requiring all
you give drivers alternatives
ers from getting behind the
vehicles in the U.S. to have a
besides swerving home, they'll
wheel. But requiring all firstless-inva5ive interlock to keep all time DUI offenders to blow
be less likely to drive drunk.
cars from starting if the driver is before driving is just too much.
How about increasing fund- ..
over the legal limit.
ing for law enforcement agenMany people who get caught
This push is ari overly broad
driving dnmk do it once. They
cies so they can increase
invasion of privacy that elimi-:lose their license for a time, pay
patrolling for dnmk drivers?
nates the court's discretion in
That policy worked in Nevada, a
hefty fines and get a serious
DUI cases. MADD has the right
wake-up call - and they learn to state with higher DUI fatalities
idea, but the concepts need
call a cab instead of getting
than the national average until
restraint and compromise.
2005.
behind a wheel. Interlocks are
No one should drive drunk.
the answer for repeat offenders,
The statistics are agair)st us
We'.r e not encouraging that. And not all first timers.
on this issue. New Mexico, the
MADD has done great things in
If this is the wave of the
first state to require all first-time
this country to successfully
future for DUI punishments,
offenders to install interlocks,
reduce the yearly deaths from
judges need to be given discresaw a 12 percent decrease in
dnmk driving and increase
tion in the cases where interalcohol related fatalities. Nearly
awareness of the problem. But
locks are prescribed
40 percent of all crashes in the
there are other ways to keep
MADD would also like to see U.S. are alcohol-related, killirtg
dnmks from from driving in this a less-invasive form of Breathaan estimated 13,000 people
country, and those avenues
annually. _
lyzer installed in all vehicles in
should be explored before every- the U.S. This would force all
But if you give the governone sacrifices their privacy.
ment an inch, they will pry a
drivers who have never even
In the 20-plus years since law considered getting behind the
mile from your cold dead hands.
enforcement and MADD began · wheel after drinking to prove
These proposed regulations will
their push to curb the deaths
open a Pandora's box of governthemselves before starting a car.
from dnmk driving, they have
There are several technologi- ment intrusion into the personal
done some amazing things. They cal innovations on the horizon
lives of Americans. And we simlobbied for higher drinking ages. for this. According to the same
ply qm.'t unconditionally supand harsher penalties for driving article in The New York Times,
port that.
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Close election
demands recount
K

atherine Harris' vacant
seat in the House of Representatives has spawned
a fierce battle over the reliability
of ATM-like voting machines
that aren't required to leave a
paper trail.
Democrat Christine Jennings
has filed a suit askirig for the
certified winner, Republican
Vern Buchanan, to be removed
from office. Buchanan was certified as Harris' replacement
Monday, and Jennings quickly
. followed that certification by filing her suit.
Jennings either wants to be
declared the winner of the race
or have a-whole new election to
determine who will represent
most of South Florida
When Buchanan won the
election earlier this month by
less than 1 percent of the vote, a
recount was automatically
ordered, according to state law.
But some counties opted out of
a paper ballot and, subsequently,
a paper trail.
That means that many of the
recounted votes were simply
run through the electronic voting machines again. But no matter how many times the ballots
are counted on the machines,
the number will always turn up
the same.
Jennings isn't being a sore
.

loser. She is merely fighting a
recorded in ones and zeros
system that is fundamentally
inside a computer that may or
flawed ·
may not have malfunctioned
In Sarasota County, nearly 14
When there's no tangible
percent of people who voted
record of the vote, there can be ·
didn't vote in that specific conno reliable recount. She has
gressional contest. On average, 2 every right to demand a recount,
to 4 percent ofvoters will avoid
and she has every right to want
casting a ballot in a congression- a whole new election.
al race, which has caused JenThe electronic voting ·
nings to question the outcome
machines may seem like a fool- .
. of the election.
proof way to run a smooth elecAdd to the mix the fact that
tion with no question of who
several voters gave sworn testiwon in the end. They seem like
mony that they had trouble votthe wave of the future - new
, ing for Jennings in Sarasota
and wonderful machines that
County and you've got a recipe
will make it quicker, easier and
for miscalculated votes.
.
more convenient for the historiIf everyone in Sarasota Coun- cally apathetic American voter
ty had the opportunity to vote
to cast his ballot.
But instead of making it easifor Jennings, the scales could
have easily tipped in her favor.
er, the machines instill less faith
Especially.considering the fact
in the voting process, and if
that she lost by a mere 369 votes things like the Sarasota County
i.-1. District 13.
undervote scandal continue,
The state of Florida has a
these machines will turn more
responsibility to find and fix all
and more people off to voting.
If your vote truly doesn't
the votes lost in the electronic
sauce, and with·the ''brilliant"
matter, why vote in the first
place?
advent of electronic voting, that
In the end, Buchanan may
may not be possible.
remain in his appointed posiThe Republican Party has
tion. But ifhe did so after an
come out against Jennings' laworderly re-election, he could
suit, and Buchanan has even .
gone so far as to say, "The peotruly know that he was the people have spokeri. ..." ·
ple's choice to represent them
But the people can't truly
- not the winner thanks to a
· computer glitch.
speak when their voices are
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Iran, Syria presence
complicates matters:: .
.

'

-

.

.

The year 2006 has been full of
timetable for a U,S. pullout. . .
mayhem and personal distracThere is no doubt the U.S.-led ·
war against Saddam Hussein ariq · .
tions, and as we inch into 2007,
the subsequent occupation has · · .
some things remain unchanged
created instability in Iraq. But .: ·
Some things have even been
exacerbated
doesn't this instability hold
The conflict in the Middle
democracy-building possibilities? ·
Certainly this effort was not to
East continues to escalate as Iraq,
Iran and Syria come to the forebe led alone. Where is the Mid-'.
dle East in support of its neigh:-:
front. The past few weeks have
boring Arab allies? It's simplistj.c: ·
seen an increase in violent
ABE ER B. ABDALLA
to assume the terms are solely· · ·
attacks in Iraq. Last Monday, gunSenior Staff Writer
about the war on terror, and that- ·
men attacked the convoy of an
those that do not cooperate are. Iraqi health minister; less than a
merely against U.S. efforts. It is a lot more ·
day before, other gunmen abducted another
complicated than that.
health minister from his home in Baghdad
While U.S. forces struggle to protect the . _ ·
There have been a large number of attacks
made on U.S. forces in recent weeks. There is fledgling democracy in Iraq, they are faced : :
with increasing violence from the terrorist ·
a desperate need for Iraq to be stabilized insurgency. Would increased Syrian and Iranfor its civilians, its government officials and
ian influence in Iraq lead to more instability .
for the U.S.-:led forces providing a police
for the Iraqi democratic government? Or
force.
would Syria and Iran be able to finally pro-:
Iraqi President Jalal Talabani was invited
to Iran this week to meet with Iranian Presivide a stabilizing force in Iraq?
The U.S. has blamed Syria for allowing
dent Mahmoud Ahmadinejad Government
officials are discussing political cooperation · terrorists to smuggle weapons across its borin dealing with Iraq's security concerns. Syri- der into Iraq. The Syrian government has
an President Bashar Assad is also in Tehrab.
claimed that it cannot control its entire borat this time, but Talab.ani did not intend to
der, much like the U.S. cannot control its own
meet with Assad However, according to a
border with Mexico. The U.S. believes that
· media spokesperson for the Iraqi Parliamenup to 100 insurgents are crossing the border
tary Council, Talabani did plan to meet with
from Syria into Iraq every month.
Syrian Foreign Minister Walid Moallem on
Both Iran and Syria have promised to help
stop the violence in Iraq, though neither
Nov. 21.
Is Iran the villain we are led to believe
country has offered specific details of how ·
they plan to help. British Prime Minister
from news reports? What will Syria gain
from these meetings? How strong are terrorTony Blair expressed concerns that Syria and
ist influences in Syria and Iran? What do
Iran may not comply with international presthese events signify for the U.S. and the rest
sure and interests.
of the world?
·
"Offer Iran a clear.strategic choice: they
The general U.S. understanding of Iran
help the [Middle East peace process] not hinand Syria is not comprehensive. Statements
der it; they stop supporting terrorism in
from the White House, made over the last
Lebanon or Iraq; and they abide by, not flout,
three-and-a-half years, have discussed the
their international obligations. In that case, a
security threatthose two countries pose to
new partnership is possible. Or alternatively,
Iraq and to the world, while we have strugthey face the consequences of not doing so:
isolation," Blair said.
gled to rebuild Iraq since the war began.
Now the Iraqi government has released a
'We need to make clear to Syria and Iran
statement that it was planning to restore rela- that there is a choice: come in to the internations with Syria Moallem has made promises tional community and play by the same rules
to work for renewed economic and security
as the rest of us, or be confronted," Blair said
ties with Iraq - but full diplomatic relations
in an Aug. 1 speech.
have _n ot existed between the two countries
With Iraq building ties with Iran and
Syria, what will the U.S. do? We still have
since 1992. _Iraq hopes to re-establish relations with Syria before it leaves Iran.
troops in Iraq, and we have openly stated
Moallem has also stated that Syria supthat Syria and Iran pose major threats to
ports Iraq's new government, and that Syria
world security. How can we work with these
condemns terrorism targeting Iraq. Moallem
two countries to establish peace in Iraq? Can
has promised to work with the Iraqi governwe trust Iran and Syria? What will they
ment to reduce violent attacks in Iraq. He
demand of the U.S.? Will this be an opportuwent on to speak of the far-reaching effects
nity to peacefully negotiate the nuclear disarviolence in Iraq has on the Middle East.
mament of Iran?
Moallem went so far as to blame the U.S.
Security issues abroad certainly slink into
occupation of Iraq as one of the chief causes
our initiatives at home, and we need to find
of terrorist attacks in Iraq.
out whether we have become puppets or
"We believe that a timetable for the withpuppet masters for regimes a world away.
The developments in the Middle East call for
drawal of foreign troops from Iraq will help
in reducing violence and preserving securian examination of our priorities as we are left
ty," Moallem.said at a news con(erence. On
with one simple question: Does striving for
Sunday, he urged establishment of a
peace ultimately lead to war?"
:.

:_The i:it~f; encourages comments from readers.Inorderto be considered tor publicatiOn, letters
' to the editor should not exceed 300 words;we may edit for length.Submit them online at
" wWw.Centra!FloridaFuture.com or fax them to (407) 447-4556. Questions?Call (407) 447-4558.

READER VIEWS
The questions one should be asking wh~
American escapism not just
seeing those long lines of sidewalk campers
are not, ''why are gamers so silly:' but ''why:
limited to yideo.game craze
do we as a society feel such a persistent need
'froy Hillier argues that this latest video
game craze is another example of our society
degenerating, but this obsession that he
laments isn't limited to gamers.
People become fanatical about video
games for the same reasons people become
fanatical abqut sports or celebrities or
become dru~ or sex addicts. It is a way of
escaping reiility, of forgetting one's problems
and responsibilities.

to escape?" It's something I think we're all
.
guilty o( in one way or another.
I don't know Mr. Hillier personally, but 1·
highly d0tlobt he doesn't have his own time-·
consuming, obsessive hobby/vice. Ifwe're
going to seriously start evaluating our society'f ills, we need to look at ourselves, and
stot' judging others.
- FERNANDO MALDONADO, HISTORY MAJOR
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PAYMENT METHODS

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

Online:

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: University ~ourt, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse Rd. behind Chick-Fil-A

9 a.m. day before publication
Phone, fax, in person:
5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue

VISA, MC, AMEX,
Discover, Cash, Check
OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

RATES

CLASSIFICATIONS

Rate
100
125
150
175
200
225
250
275
300

Help Wanted: General
Help Wanted: Part-Time
Help Wanted: Full-Time
Business Opportunities
For Rent: Homes
For Rent Apartments
Roommates
Sublease
For Sale: Homes

c
c
c

B
B
B
A
A
B

325
350
375
400
500
600
700
800
900

Rate
For Sale: Automotive B
For Sale: General
A
For Sale: Pets
A
Services
B
Announcements
A
Travel'
B
Worship
B
Miscellaneous
B
Wanted
B

First issue:
Each add.I issue:

RateA

RateB

$6
$4

$9

Rate C
$J.8

$6

$12

(,\'

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering asuccessful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours aday
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rriTi1 HELP WANTED:

[mil

.>

~General

TALL, STRONG ENERGY
DRINK SEE·KS
bright, outgoing, energetic person
for good times around town. Must
enjoy·meeting new people . .
Knowledge of local geography, a
clean driving ·record and a passion
.for life required. Biling~al a plus.
Become a member of the Orlando
Mobile Energy Team. As part of
the team, you'll seek out people in
need of energy and introduce them
to benefits of Red Bull.

$1000 Per WEEK!
Earn incredible income from home!
FT/PT job opportunity. Send $4 and S.A.S.E. to JS, P.O. Box 540466, Orlando,
FL32854

Earn $800-$3200 a month to drive brand
new cars with ads placed on them.
www.DriveAdCars.com

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provid.ed.
Age 18 +OK 800-965-6520 x 107.
Massimo Trattoria Italian restaurant
hiring prep cooks, servers, and
dishwashers. Call Alex at 407-733-8294
or visit www.massimotrattoria.com
Need Server's Exp. req 'd. Apply within
Goodfella's Publix Plaza Alafaya & 50.
Reliable delivery drivers needed also.
Women ages 21-30 - you can
help make ·a miracle happen!
Egg donors needed to help women
who are waiting to become moms.
Excellent compensation provided.
Call for details, 407-740-0909.

If interested in joining the

Red Bull team; apply at
www.recruit.redbullmet.com.

Red Bull '
~=~
fNERGY DRINIC

Nanny needed 35 hrs/week for a 6
month old. $11 per hour in my 0viedo
home. references req'd. Start Jan 1st.
Contact Liz at 407-359-6411

F Nanny wanted in W indermere area.
Child care for prete'en boys and 5 YR
. old. Every other weekend. Send resume
to 813-752-9875.

DELIVERY DRIVERS
Part-time/Full-time. Flexible schedules.
Candidates must be at least 18 years old,
have reliable transportation, a valid driver's
license and insurance. Earning potential up
to $9-$15/hr (includes mileage reimbursement, PLUS earn CASH nightly in tips).

Kitchen/Office Helper. Excellent
marketing, communication skills. Flex. MSat. $8/hr. Please call 407-339-2433.
Web Design - front end Including
HTML, CSS, Jav~Scrlpt. Part time,
work from home. . E-mail
resumes@vlstlilts.com.

INSIDERS
Poart-time/Full-time. Flexible schedules. As
part of Papa John's team you w ill enjoy
excellent benefits, weekly paychecks,
401 (k) and morel
Join our team today by applying
in person at

4000 Golden Knights Blvd, Suite G,
IOam·Spm, Mon-Fri

Sales Position
M-F Start $30-$50K, benefits, ins., IRA,
car allowance, apply in person Boxes ·
Etc., Inc. 7600 Kingspointe Pkwy #101
Orlando, FL 32819. 407-355-0907.

Amber Diagnostics is Hiring!

OR
PapaJohn's 11775 East Colonial Dr,

*.Management Opportunities are
also available. _
Please apply on-line at:

Get a realjob!
=~·=
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Call 407-896-0124
Ext. 2963
•
to schedule an interview or email your resume to
wally.schmidt@traderonline.com

Make full-time pay working part-time hours working less than a mile
from school! Come work for the nations largest New and Used Car
Advertisement Company!

I

Auto
Trader®
.

•

Jj44~cs.ef

~ OUTSIDE SALES -~~
P~OSITION ;,:
Gold Medal Products Co~·ttie world's
leading manufacturer of Fun Food
equipment.has an opening in Orlando.
This person will work w/an existing
acct base to expand their
fun food profits and develop new accts.
Great opportunity,
excellent benefits pkg.
(med/denV401kw/match) &
vehicle provided.

t .x

Full & Part T ime positions
available immediately.
•
Outbound Telemarketer
•
Sales Associates
•
Sales Staff Assistant
•
Accounting Assistant

Orlando FL

Tired of making low wages and working long hours? Are
you money motivated but can't seem to find the right
job? Is school keeping you busy?

)

I)

Candidates must be enthusiastic with good communication skills.
Fun, fast-paced atmosphere. Great pay+ Comm.. Flexible schedule
for PT. Health & IRA Benefits for FT. Employment@AmberUSA.com.
Call 407-438-7847, Fax 407-856-5456.

.l

Are You Tired of Working For Scrooge?
Why not Join our Family ofJolly Souls!

*

EARN FULL TIME PAY
WORKING PART-TIME HOURS

$300 - $450/Week Average
Working with the top companies across the nation, we are the
national leader inthe telesafes industry and provide great
opportunities for our part-time staff.

tf you are a goal driven
"hands on" outside sales person & want
to be part of an aggressive, motivated
team working in a fast paced
environment. Send your resume to:

fun Environment• Growth •Opportunities
flexible Schedules AM/PM· $8-$15/hraverage
Weekly Paychecks· Weekly Bonuses· Paid Training

Jenifer Lehman
10700 Medallion Drive
Cincinnati, Ohio45241 ·
Fax 513-769-2917
jlehman@gmpopcorn.com

Coll and Set-Up an
Immediate Interview!
uj; 'J:... r, nj f 1(
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{..!JUlJ W'J-010!.J
3592 Aloma Ave,Suite 6, WinterPark, Fl 32792

(interviews mOrlando)
Since 1931 EOE M/F/DN

Artist - Unique Opportunity!
With Int'! co. Travel opportunities.
$7-$8/hr + Benefits! FT or PT, Full-face
theatrical f ace painting in Orlando
theme parks. We train.
Call: 407-240-6380.

Ready fo.- that truly mouth-watering
·
oppo1-tunity? The one that malces you wonde.what you've been doing. Where you've
been. And what you've been missing.

Bagel King Cafe Shift Manager
Great customer service skills and food
exp req. Will train. $7.50+/hr. Call
, Donna 407-509-7154
UCF GoldPages, the source for free
classifieds, job and tutor searches.
Visit www.ucfgoldpages.com. Brought to
you by Student Government Association.

EARN
UPTO

Distribution Drivers W;mtedl
Monday, Wednesday, Friday:
Morning routes 5 :30am - 7:30am
Morning route 10:30am - 12:30pm
Thursday: route 9 :00am - 12:00pm
Personal vehicle required, truck or SUV
preferred. Base pay + mileage.
Earn $10+ per hr. E-mail resume to:
MaggieJ@KnightNewspapers.com

$170/MO.

donating
plasma regularly

SPfCIAl

~10 OfffR

Marketing Director/Sales Rep.
Design a marketing campaign and solicit
clients. Part-time plus commission, set
your ·own hours. · Send resume to
questions@daust appraisal.com
Seeking outgoing creative individuals to
fill air brush tattoo and caricature
positions at Universal. Any level of
experience welcome. Flexible scheduling.
Contact Tony at 407-925-7989

New Donors
Bring this- ad
for $5 extra
on 2nd and
4th donation_.

lfll I 11111•1
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NOW HIRING ALL
POSITIONS
Restaurant Management. Shift Coordinators
&

Team Members

Please visit your local BK or visit us
www.bkcareers.com

Burger King Corpol'Gtion Is an Equcil Opportunity Employer and mainhdns a

drug-free workplace. TM and 4:1 2006 Bur11er King Brands. Inc. lUl rights reserved.
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Unwrap Something Better
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Small stable in Geneva needs help
with stalls, and grooming. 8AM12PM Mon-Fri. $1() plhr. Posslblllty
of full time position and apartment.
Non-smokers only. 407-349-3878.
Front desk assistant for property
management company in the Lake
Buena Vista area. PIT & FIT, flex. w/
school sched., great pay and benefits,
must be able to work weekends. Must be
N/S, bright and good w/ people.
Education ~ plus. Drug-free workplace, .
background check performed. Fax
resume w/ desired pay w/ attn to:
Christina 407 -938-9058.
PIT Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
VeVKennel Exp. a plus!
•••www.dogdayafternoon.net•••
e-mail resume: dogday@bellsouth.net

Find out how thousands of students
save lives and earn cash by donating
plasma regularly. Plasma is used to
manufacture unique medicines for
people with various illnesses.

1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite SOO
www .dciplasma.corp
321-235-9100

Caregivers needed for childcare referral
service. No set schedule, work only the
hours you have available $10/hr
Call 407-282-2663.
Outdoor Marketing Crew Needed.
Work flexible hours, close to home.
Great hourly pay + bonuses. For
more info. Call 410-422-2001
PIT and FIT Retail Sales Associates
needed for Designer Sunglass stores
at Orlando Intl Airport. Competitive pay
& bonuses. Days, evenings, and
weekends a must. (407) 825-2595

J

Marketing
Internship

Sales
Internship

15-20 hours per week

15-20 hours per week

3 internship credits

3 internship credits

Great Experience!

Performance incentives

• Develop advertising
campaigns
·Attend events
• Conduct research
• Help increase circulation
• and much more!

• Provide assistance to ad dept.
• Help prep and design sales
materials
•Contact cu.stomers on special
projects
•Great Experience!

Email resume and hours of
· availablity to
MaggieJ@KnightNewspapers.com

Email resume and hours of
availablity to
Markl@KnightNewspapers.com

I
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Environme.ntal chemistry lab in Orlando
seeking a full-time entry-level person to
do GC/HPLC analysis. Recent graduate
or someone near graduation with a
scie.nce major. Small company, very
good pay, health insurance. Fax
resumes to 407-;382-7195.

GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
We need Paid Suivey Takers In
Orlando. 100% FREE to join.
Ciiek on Suiveys.

Beautiful 3/2 house two blocks from
UCF campus. Cathedral ceilings,
ceiling fans and big 1830 sq. ft.
Refrigerator, range, dishwasher. Quiet,
safe neighborhood. Nearly new house
ideal for couple or UCF. Incl. pool,
clubhouse, tennis. $1350/mo.
RELAWYER777@aol.com or
407-366-6979
FOR RENT 2/2.5 bath Townhouse in
Cambridge Circle (Alafaya Tri) Small
yard, $900/mo. Call Reeta
321-363-6345.

1 br in 4/2.5 in University House on
Alafaya. Avail lmmed. Lease ends Aug
'07 $445 includes everything! First month
·
freel Call Erin 352 359 0635

'
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FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED
FOR SPRING SEMESTERll! Beautiful
Brand New 5/3 home located 1 0 min.
behind UCF!lncludes internet, cable,
community pool & tennis courts. Sorry
no drinking, smoking, or pets allowed
$600/mo including utilities
Call Alicia (727) 501-4418

Room available $450/mo
412.5 bed/bath 2100 sq.ft home
located off LI( Underhlll/Oean Rd.Hardwood floors,fireplace,lg
backyard $1650/mo pet friendly call
Patrick 407 595-3201

2br 2ba new condos for rent off E.Lake
Mary blvd. swimming pool parking spots
new appliances tiled floors $875 a month
Call 407-454-6322

UCF area, Cambridge Circle 212.5 bath
2 reserved parking spots, 1 year lease.
$875 rent, $1000 security deposit
Call 321-536-5430 or 407-221 ·0601.

1o mins from UCF.Complex has huge
pool, fitness ctr, and theater. Students
OK. $1200/mo (321) 354-4676
NO MORE RENT! Own a luxurious
1,2, and 3 bdr condos, just $2500 down.
No closing costs, (407)737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com
WHY RENT WHEN YOU CAN OWNI
1,2 and 3 bdr condos, just $2500 down.
No closing.costs, (407) 737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com
HATE PAYING RENT? Own a luxurious
1,2, and 3 bdr condos. just $2500 down.
No closing costs, (407)737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com

Brand new 3/2.5/2 Town home
for rent. Cable/Internet ready. All new
appl. Gated community 3 min from 417.
$1250/mo Call Real Property Mgmt
407-897-3366 ask for Ivan

UCF Area/Ashington Park
Newer 3/2 1900 sf, vaulted ceilings,skyllght5,large private yard,screened
patio,app. included
$1350/mo. 407-366-1931
BRAND NEW town home close to
UCF. 312.5, 1 car garage, gated
community, pool, ceramic tiling, on
pond. $1200/mon. $950 dep. Call
Prqdfgy Property Mgmt
(407) 718-7501
Classy Homes/Vacation Homes of all
sizes I Sulit in 2005-06
Near UCF: Orlando, Oviedo, Winter
Springs, Maitland, Kissimmee, &
Davenp·o rt. Rent entire home from
$1500 and up or share from $395 and
up, master $595 and up. Share the
most luxurlous homes w/ others on a
joint lease. .we match you perfectly w/
other professionals & pay referrals.
Call .407-716-0848, 407-334-6658
Nancepropertyinvestments.com

•

RENTING DAYS ARE OVER!
Own for just $2500 down, no closing
costs.
Luxurious, 1,2,3 bdr condos
(407)737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com

NEW WINTER PARK CONDO
For Rent
2br/1 bth $900-$1000
. 3brl2bth $1150-$1200
2 miles from downtown Winter Park
Call for appointment (407)628-4441

Brand New 4/2.5 in Waterford Trails.
Community pool, tennis courts, 2,724 sq.
ft. W/D. Less then 10 minute to UCF.
Call 321-303-31'65.
3/212 2 miles from UCFI 1997, 2000 sq ft.
Screen back porch overlooking spring
fed lake on conservation area. Vaulted
ceilings. $249,000 (352) 243-9881

Beautiful 2 or 3 bedroom/2 bath/2 car
garage 1500 sq. ft. Quiet, safe
neighborhood, 5 min to campus,
fireplace, walk-in closets, $1200/mo
$1200 sec. dep. 407-948-8993
Brand New 3/2.5 townhome in gated
community 1,900 sq. ft. car garage.
Avalon Lakes $1,300/mo. Plus deposit..
Includes access to amenities.
Please call 407-737-9738
Large 3/2 btwn Alafaya and Rouse on
conservation.area w/ pond view. VERY
private. Available ASAP. Students w/
pets OK. $1350/mo. (407) 380-2232
WATERFORD LAKES HOME FOR RENT
Large 4/2 located·on canal. All appl, 3
TVs, avail.immed. Includes lawn care,
community pool. $1595/mo 407-230-~066
Room for rent, Downtown Orlando. Lake
Davis area. NO LEASE, no dep.
$340/mo + 1/3 utilities.
(407) 733-3248

This beautiful 4bedroom1 bath home in Watorford Chase.
·Huge mastmuite wtth garden tub, freshly painted, immarulat.
landscilpe, localfd in amy quiet,,..
•Thk house isalsoavallablewith!Ollli' fumiture,bed. TV's, etc.
foradiff!nmt pri<e.
•One bedroom &one full bath downstai3. Masterupstai~
A$10.00 C..dit report fee.
CALl ME@40H05-7575 FOR ALEASE CONTRACT.
LEASEW~ OPTION? NO PROBLEM!

2 rooms for rent in 4/2.5 house. Pool, hot
tub, pool table, big screen TV. $550/mo
all util. incl. E-mail for more info
edrok62@aol.com.
1 Room for rent in UCF area ASAP.
Looking for mature student. N/S,
No pets. dep+ 500/mo and 1/3 util.
Call 407-970-6109.
1 Bedroom 1 full private bath avail. for
rent in my home. 4 miles from UCF.
$600/mo. Short or long term OK. Price
includes water, electric, h(gh speed
internet, cable, garage storage.
407-758-8918.
Room avali. for clean, quiet and
resp. N/S male senior or graduate
student In Immaculate 312 furnished
home near UCF. Screened-in patio
with 20 person in-ground jacuzzi
and surround sound, home theatre
system w/stadium seating, prof.
pool table with llghts, huge walk-in
kitchen, W/D, digital cable, highspeed wireless Internet, security
system and lawn care. All util. Incl.
$525/mo. Move-in Dec. 1.
Cali 407-709-5098.
Room Aval. In DEC. w/Prlvate Bath.New house just bulit In Oviedo. Close
to UCFNalencia. Washer& Dryer,
Yard, garage, furnlsheQ/ M or F.
Please call Heather 321-544-9211
ROOMMATES WANTED FOR NEW
TOWNHOME IN AVALON PARKI 10
MIN. FROM UCF, FULLY FURN., .
UTILS. INC., + EXTRAS
$600/MO. FOR INFO: 727-743-4469.

Econ. and University. 3/2.5. New carpet
and appl., vaulted ceilings, huge
backyard, island kitchen, all rooms w/
walk-in closets $1400/mo 407-679-7101 .

513.5, 2 car gar. 2600 sq. ft. 4 miles from
UCF. Conservation lot and privacy fence,
noise no problem. Tile, carpet, landscape
& cable incl. $2200/mo Call 407-334-3961

..

Spacious 2/2 condo avail ASAP

utii incl. 15 mins from UCF, will have own
bathroom and walk-in closet. Must like
dogs. Call in evenings please,
(407) 227-7579

l·

Gorgeous New Condo Never Lived In!
2/bed 2/bath. Granite counters, cherry
wood cabinets, comm. pool, fitness
center and club house. Rent $1100
water incl. Call Elsie at (352)348-8094
Brand New Townhome. 3/2.5 w/ 1 car
garage. 1518 sq ft. Upgraded cabinets &
appliances. 18 inch tile 2 mins from UCF.
Recorded. msg 407-965-0094 code 4559{5
Condo's for rent 1,2, & 3 bedrooms,
granite, stainless steel, W/D avail in
certain units. Start at $750/mo.
Please Call 305-785-8456.
212 in Club at Orlando Newly renovated!
Close to UCF. Background check req'd.
$1100/mo. Call Heather 407-913-4169.
Apartments & Rooms Available All
· Florida Areas! Furnished or
Unfurnished. Browse and List FREEi Call
877-367-7368 or visit www.SUBLET.COM
Top Rentals, all sizes avail. Condos,
town homes, and single famlly homes.
Affordable to luxury. 407-399-8693
www.urban-o.com

Share rent/utilities 3BR/2BA/Pool SE
House. Est. $750 month.
407-923-6842.
** Close TO UCF - Furnished **
F wanted share 3/2 home near Tivoli
Apts. DSL, W/D, utilities Incl. Walk to
UCF, shopping, shuttle every 15 minutes,n/s, $375 please call 407-430-8606
Close to UCFl!I Room for rent In large
home $525/mo util. and cleaning
seivice Incl. Prefer female.
Call 407-341-7150.
Roommate needed for home in Alafaya
Woods. Immediate occupancy. $375/mo
+ utll. Large room, private bath, quiet
house, no pets. No sec. dep. req'd.
Call Sean 407-492-3613
1 room for rent in 3/2 house. Easy
access to 408 and UCF, big backyard.looking for laid back person M/F.
$350/mo + util. Call 321-695-5526.

a

1/1 in 313 for SPRING SEMESTER!
Furnished and shuttle to campus! Call
954-444-001 o or email
KellyLK2888@aol.com!
$350/mo + 1/2 utils in 212. Own bdrm &
bthrm. Walk dist UCF. Study-oriented
roommate needed. Male or female. Send
phone# to Cyrus797@netscape.net ,
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED ASAP
$450+ 1/2 util. $200 sec.dep.
10 X 12 Room+ Own Bath. Quiet, 10
mins from UCF. ***Furnished if needed
(321 )243-8235 .
Grad student looking for 212 near UCF
needs quiet, studious roommate, male or
female. Send phone number to:
Byron777@excite.com
M/F needed In 3/3.5 town house In
Avalon Park. Walk-in Closet, private
bathroom, only room downstairs.
$600/mo '"utilities incl. (407) 923-1085
Room for rent in 5/4 BRAND NEW home
in Avalon Park area. Looking for easy
going roommates $600/mo. all util.,
internet incl. Call Eric 407-575-7323.

FIRST MONTH'S RENT FREEi!! 1/1 In
a 4/4 at Science Drive. F only. 2 min
from UCF!!! Fully furnished, all util. incl.
UCF Shuttle. $560/mth, Move-in ASAP.
Call (941) 809-0766 now!
Jefferson Lofts Apt. 1/1. Wood floors,
fully furn., utilities incl. gym, pool, hot tub,
free parking decal 1 MONTH FREE
RENT. Nice neighbors. Avail. Spring 07'
Call Jeremy 407-902-5311.
FEMALE needed for room in 4/2 at
Pegasus Pointe. $475/mo, everything
included. Available ASAP, plans
changed and I am already moved out.
Releasee will receive a steak dinner on
me. 321-544-5314
Female roommate needed for Spring and
·Summer semester $490/mo
Pegasus Connection 4bed-2bath
furnished/utilities included.shuttle to UCF
Call 727-457-9274 or 727-457-6368

America's Number one Real Estate Millionaire Maker In Person.

Learn Why 2007 Will Be The Absolute BEST Year Real Estate
Investors Have Seen In Over TWO DECADES!

THE GATHERINGS
$475/monthl Utilities included!
Private room and bath in 4/4. Minutes
from campus on University. Contact
Jon at 850-508-4781

You will Learn:
·The Art of Buying & Selling homes with consistent paydays over $35,000 per deal
·Commercial Investing
·Where the big money is in Real Estate today
• Do no money down Real Estate with none of your own money
·The s.steps to success in YOUR Real Estate business
·How to make TONS of easy money in Pretty Houses
·Learn why this is the Best time to be a Real Estate Investor
·How to quickly capitalize on houses that need renovation
·Where to find the best deals in the shortest time and least effort
·The best prospect to buy houses from
• How to find owners of vacant houses
·Where to get ail the money you'll need in a few day's to buy deals that need capital
·Learn two ways to pick up a check ($10,000 or more) within 30 days of the seminar
·You never have to deal with tenants .

UNIVERSITY HOUSE: 1 room in a 4/2.5
$465/mon .. Includes cable, HBO, pool,
tan bed, washer/dryer, own bathroom,
and all utilities. Available immediately w/
free bed. Call J.D. @ (407-595-0376) or
jdspano36@gmail.com.
1 bedroom in 4/2. Furnished apt. All util.
incl. Comm. pool. UCF shuttle, we will
pay move-in fee. $490/mo.
Call 407-257-5740

$2500 DOWN, NO CLOSING COSTS
Luxurious 1,2, and 3 bdr condos,
Waterford Lakes, (407) 737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com

This is an Exciting, Fun & Rewarding Full, Part-time or hobby
This WILL Be A Life Changing Experience!

For Sale - 212 Townho°Use
Great Condition, Near Campus
$164,900 Stephanie 954-465-0649 or
Sam 954-465-0653

This Real Estate Seminar is sponsored by Investors Resource Center
Join the people actually doing the deal everyday here in Central FL! (1" Meeting Free)
(Your Local Real. Estate Club, meeting 3'' Thursday 6-9 pm Winter Park Civic Center)

Saturday, November 25th, Registration 7:30 am, Seminar: 8 am - 5 pm
Price $39 Non-I RC Members, (IRC Members $29)
Location: Bahia Shrine Temple, 2300 Pembrook Dr, Maitland Center, Orlando 32810
To Register call Sunni at (407) 831-2498

1/2 duplex near UCF. 2bd/2ba. New
roof, garbage disposal, fenced with shed.
837 sq. ft. Asking $145,000.
407-617-2544
Condo for Sale $154,700 2 Br/ 2 Bath.
Near Valencia and UCF, gated comm.
Call Steven Tanner with Florida
Executive Real Estate 407-756-0848
CONDO FOR SALE 28128 plus·den,
FULLY FURNISHED, close to UCFI
Contact: Monica Braun(407)222-3488
Keller Wiiiiams Advantage 2 Alty
www.YourRealtorMonlca.com

.
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10 MINUTES FROM UCF
4/2 home. Seller will pay closing. Eat-n
kit, split bdrms, fenced, 1car gar. Bring
reasonable offer. $237,900.'Call Joyce at
Century 21 Oviedo. 407-366-5837.
Serenity at Tuskawilla- 1, 2 & 3 bdrm
Ccindo homes for sale from the $130's.
Close to UCF. Lg split bdrms, pools,
gym, billiards, etc. 100% financing. Call
407-629-2256 for incentives.
www.serenitycondohomes.com

~FOR SALE:

W:.. General

BED $130, Mattress Set, Full Size,
Brand New, stlll in plastic: Dellvery
avail. Call 407-287-2619.
Bed 100% all brand new King pillowtop set. Must sell, can dellver $220.
Call 407-423-1202.
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Fill in the grid so
::~
that every row,
.. :
column and 3x3
•
box contains the .....
digits 1 through 9 :
with no repeats.
•.
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Monday puzzle:
Easy level
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CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Cutting criticism
5 March 15, e.g.
9 Words to live by
14 ....... Scotia
15 Sketch
16 Model of virility
17 Algerian port
18 Achy
.
19 Blazing
20 Manchester men
22 Delights
24 Peter of "Being
There"
26 Copse element
27 Hydrocarbon
suffix
28 Undaunted
32 UFO C(ew
35 Evil spirit
37 Family car
38 ·Skindivers'
destination
40 Actress Sophia
42 Brief sample
43 Swipe
45 More peculiar
4 7 Brand-spanking
48
50
52
·53

Beds: All brand new. Never-Flip PillowTop Mattress sets. Twins, $120, Full,
$140, Queen, $160, King, $230, delivery
available. 407-331-1941.

71

Stresses
Tease
Turnpike charge
Book
supplements
Firm
Severe
Quebec
neighbor
Enter
Bangkok
resident
Stacks
Light ring
Units of work
Luges
1950s sci-Ii
classic
Gambit

DOWN
1 Elitists
2 "Casablanca"
co-star
3 Benefit
4 Slugger Mickey
5 Egos'
companions
6 Lets fall
7 .Jurist Warren

© 2006 Trlbuno Medfa Servi ces. Inc.
Afl righfs reserved.

8 Added sugar to
9 Pursuers
1o Filled an empty
tank
11 Qatari leader
12 Take a risk
13 Billfold stutters
21 Dispatch
23 Coach
Parseghian
25 Rod's partner
28 Stream
crossings
29 Idyllic place
30 Ditto
.
31 TV interference
32 While lead-in
33 Beret filler
34 Observed
36 Work a side job
39 Affixed
41 Campus misfit
44 Serengeti
hunter
46 Disencumbers
49 Long in the
tooth
51 Improve
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Ab-boy break dances during a 3 vs. 3 battle. The event also featured emcee and blackbook battles between artists from around the country.,

Hip-hoppers dance into night
compete and to compete themselves.
scores on originality and creThe event was sponsored by
ativity. While the atmosphere Spit Gear clothing, Park Ave.
was friendly, the battles were CDs, Rockstar, which gave away
fierce. The b-boys awed, the its new energy drink, and Divercrowd by performing head sitile clothing. The b-boys batspins and back-breaking feats.
tled for prize packages from the
Dancers had the chance to sponsors that included T-shirts,
enter into battles solo or in posters, CDs and gift certificrews of three. Dance registra- cates.
·
tion. held at the beginning of the
"The competition was on
evening, had to be capped due point. This year was more hype
to the large amount of entries.
than last year;• .said one of the
Sgt. Jolm Moore of the UCF judges, 24-year-old David "Mex
Police Department called the l'' Alvarado from the Unique
event "peaceful and organized" Styles crew.
Admission was free and the
Shockley, who was a judge
doors opened at 7 p.m., with the . for the emcee battle, said that he
battles starting around 8:30 p.m. looked for lyrical content as
The dancers kept going until 1 well as how the rappers interam. dver 800 pe9ple of all ages acted with the crowd
showed up to watch dancers
ThrougHout the night, the
FROM Al

spectators
mingled
and
appraised the creativity and
skill of the contestants. Seasoned b-boys recognized the
friendly energy, and first-timers
were excited· to share in the
experience.
"I always wanted to go to abboy jam," said Joyce Ligon, 21,
visiting from Indiana. "The
competition back and forth was
amazing; I give the event 10 out
oflO.''
The hip-hop group Superiority Complex got · the crowd
moving by putting on a live performance. The music kept tired
performers on their feet.
The secretary of Eleme.n ts,
sophomore Kendra Marshall,
deemed the night a success and
called it a "celebration of hiphop:'

I

Last issue soived
53 Light on one's
feet
54 Indian
statesman
55 Pulls behind
56 Herb with .
aromatic seeds

57 Pitch callers
58 Fingertip
extension
59 Digestive fluid
60 Dictionary writer
Webster
64 _ de plume

Solution and new puzzles i_n next issue's Classifieds

ONLINE
in the

(enttal ,.odba 1utuie

for as low as $4 an issue!

Unplanned Pregnancy?
Confidential, Compassionate Adoption
Advice. Expenses paid if needed.
Choose Life! Fla. License #1105-002-000
www.AmericanKidzAdoption.com
727-823-1~37 Toll Free 866-525-3057

Call STS for the best deals to this year's
top 1O Spring Break destinations!
1-800-648-4849 www.ststravel.com. Ask
about group discounts!
.Germany indephs 1O day EF tour to
Germany. Depart 5/29/07 optional 1O
day "home stay". Contact Mrs. Panton
pantonj@ocps.net.

m

MISCELLANEOUS

Lost Kitty: Hawthorne Glen area,
small blk/grey F, bhie collar,
$50 reward 407-435~634
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•
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Place Classifieds
PHO and Masters graduates to help
with essay research and writing.
www.customessay.com
1-888-345-8295
Pregnancy testing and supportive
counseling. FREE and confidential.
Center for Women
(407) 628-5433
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Friday puzzle:
Hard level

• •1

66
67
68
69
70

Becky's Massage

* "

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com ·: ~

63
65

Steam Sauna, Body Scrub, Full Body
Swedish/Shiatsu massage. $80/hr. For
appt, call 407-421-0371. MA28270

..

Wednesday puzzle: :-;;
Medium level
:7
ff

6

BRAND NEW, Tempur-pedic type
Memory Foam Mattress· Set w/
warranty. $1800 value. Must sell $495.
Delivery avall. Call 407-423-1202.

Bed Set: $900, 6 pc solid wood, sleigh
bed group, never used.
407-831-1322

© Puzzles by Pappocom :· =~

...............
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5 3

57
61
62

Pool Table: 8' professional series
furniture style table, carved legs,
oversized 1" slate, leather pockets. All
BRAND NEW. Retail $4,000; Must sell
$1250.
Set-up available. 407-831-1322

8 2
2
9
8 5
7 1
4
8 9 ········--·
9 2
6 5
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Futon w/ 8" mat, BRAND NEW, can
deliver. $200 Call 407-831-1322

BED $150, Orthopedic support New
Queen, pillow-top mattress set. In
plastic Warranty, Can Denver.
Call 407-287-2619.
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DREAM HOME, DREAM DEAL
$2500 down, no closin.g costs. Luxurious
1, 2, and 3 bdr condos. Waterford Lakes
(407) 737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com

suldolku ·
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DREAM HOME, DREAM DEAL
$2500 down, no closing costs. Luxurious
1, 2, and 3 bdr condos. Waterford Lakes
(407) 737-0529
www.thecrestllfe.com

Home for sale. Beautifully remodeled.
3/2 in Waterford Lakes. Remodeled
kitchen EVERYTHING NEW. Brand new
floors, and roof. Move in ready $289,900
Please Call 407-928-4692.
View pies at www.1012oceanbreeze.com

.:

SUDO KU

JUST $2500 GETS YOU INI
No closing costs, luxurious 1,2, and 3 bdr
condos, Waterford Lakes, (407) 737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com

Gated community close to UCF &
Valencia. 2bdrm/2bath condo mint
condition. Ready for new owner
available immediately. $16(,000. Diane
Molaka, Molaka Realty
407-222-4270 call todayl
www.molakarealty.com

. ,,

GRAB YOUR

COUPON BOOK

in the student union today
or print your co~pons oriline at
www.KnightNewspapers.c<»n!
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www.CentralFloridaFuture.com
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Shoplocal on
OrlandoSentinel.com
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Before you go holiday
<V

shopping, compare items

.....

for sale at ~tores near you .
. Or shop for gifts from your
favorite stores online right

..

,
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now and save.

..
brand names
local stores
cat egories
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